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FOREWORD. 

This short report tries to give some idea of the facts to 
be found in the larger report on the marketing of wheat in 
India. which has already been published. 

It is hoped that it may give persqns engaged in agricultu
ral work a wider outlook on the daily business .of . the mundis 
and get them to take a more vital interest in better marketing. 

The report should make useful reading jnthe villages 
and schools of all the wheat growing districts throughout 
India. A careful. study of even this short report shOuld help 
all concerned with the prosperity of agriculture in this country 
to play some part in making the machinery of distribution 
more efficient and in getting better prices for the producer. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This is the. beginning of a series of ma.rketing surveys a.s recom
mended by the Roya.l Commission on Agriculture in India.. Further 
reports will issue shortly dea.ling with other impprta.nt products lIuch a.s 
rice, linseed, groundnuts, toba.cco, fruits, milk, eggs, hides a.nd skinll, 
livestock, etc., and with specia.l sUl'veys iD rega.rd to Ma.rkets a.nd Fa.irlf 
and Co-operative Trading. The work of ma.rketing investiga.tion bega:l! 
in 1935 and has since then been carried on throughout the 'whole of 
India-both' provinces and States. The present report is the first fruit 
of these All-India investigations and attempts to show as concisely 
and clearly as possible the essential facts regarding the marketing of 
Indian Wheat, with the ultimate object of obta.ining better prices for 
the culti vators. 

Obviously in any attempt to raise growers' prices there is· 0. 

limiting factor, namely, the price consumers are prepa.red to pay. 
This is especia.lly so in India where millions of consumel"s-includ~ng 
growers themselves-readily switch over from wheat to ba.rley or 
gram in some districts and to rice, millets or ma.ize in others if the 
price of wheat is relatively high. 

In countries which a.re la.rgely dependent on imported Jood 
gra.ins a.nd where the people are, by custom, inca.pable of changing 
over from a wheat diet it is possible, by restricti~g imports, to put 
the local producers in a quasi-monopolistic PQsition to comma.nd 

higher prices. Such a course is obviously impossible in India.. If 
the wheat grower here is to ohtain a higher price it ,can only be 
done by getting for him a.'larger share of the price which the consumer 
pays. This involves a reduction in the costs of· distribution which 
can only be effected by making . the' machinery of distribution more 
efficient. The main function of this· report therefore is to provide a 
basis for constructive action by assembling in a systema.ticway a 
sufficient body of accurate information .on the subject. 

To collect and sort all the essential facts rega.rding wheat pro
duction, distribution and consumptio~ throughout the whole Indian 
sub-continent has been no light task. At many points the fundamen
tal statistics were found to be lacking or doubtful in their accuracy, 
At other commonly accepted points were found to be at variance with 
facts. Much new ground had to be broken especially in the study of 
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consumers" requirements. The extent to which the immediate 
obiectives of the survey have been attained rea.ders of the report 
must judge. -It will, at any rate, be seen from the report that the 
present system of distribution is, in many airections, very, wasteful 
and expensive and that there is scope for immediate improvement. 
Much cp,n be done by growers themselves to improve matters. . More 
can probably be done by merchants and manufadurers who' are 
appa.rently as IL body becoming anxious to improve their efficiency. 
Finally, something c.an he done by Provincial Governments, rulers of 
States and local authorities by way of providing hetter market places 
and a proper basis of sale between buyer' ana·.~ell~r. . The effective 
sta~da.rdisation of weights and measures and rlegulation~ 'to' ens~e 
fair dealings between all parties whether buyers or sellers are also 
urgently needed. 

Both growers and traders are conscious of these needs and in 
many places appear ready to support any action taken by the State 
or local authorities to remedy' existing defeds. This report will, it 
is hoped, indicate to all the interests concerned the directions in 
which they can individually or collectively improve the present system 
of marketing of Indian wheat. 

The Government of India should not be regarded as assuming 
responsibility for all or any of the material contained in this report. 

OFFICE OF THE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ADVISER 

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, 

DELHI: 

February. 1938. 
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tHAPTE:a' I. 

Supply. 

At present India grows' less than one, acre of wheat for every ten 
persons. Canada and Australia, on· the other hand, have two to two 
and a half acres for each member of the population. Continental countr
ies, "g., France and Italy have one acre of wheat for every three 
persons, and the United Kingdom one for twenty five. 

A sum of Rs. 641. crores represents the total hypothetical 
value of the Indian wheat crop based on last year's production and 
on up-country prices of, say, Rs. 2-8-,0 per maunci. ,The average 
area under wheat during the last five, years ill 34.4 million acres, and 
the production 9.5 million tons. One-fourth of the acreage is in 
Indian States, chiefly Central India. 

Wheat growing is mainly concentrated in tbe northern part, of 
the country. For example, the Punjab, the United Provinces and 
the Central Provinces contain more than 80 per cent. of the, acreage 
in British India. The wheat area' as a whol~ i~ increasing slowly, 
but even allowing for a fairly rapid expansion in 'Sind, the additional 
acreage SOWD with wheat dUring the next' five years is not likely to 
exceed 3 per cent. ..... 

The methods of estimating ilie, yield :per ,acre' and' total produc
tion leave much 'to be desired. In spite, of :increased, areas, Under 
irrigation, for example, and the ,planting of, 6i million acres: with 
improved varieties, the estimated average yield per acre shows', no 
increase iu recent years. There is, it seems, a general tendency to 
under-estimate th~ produ~tiori. 'The recently , appointed ',Wheat 
Committee of the Imperial Cou~cii of Agricultural Research 'haii, 
however, taken up this question. 

Although wheat is an important cash crop, almost half the 
produce is retained by the cultivators .and villagers. Grower,s part 
with large quantities of wheatln the way of barter and payments in 
kind for harvest, wages, rents, village mamools (customary payments), 
etc. The existence of this system makes it difficult for growers to 
derive full benefit from favourable prices. All these barter' arrange
ments tend to retard the development of marketing and the' bearing 
of this question not only on marketing but also on agricultural indeb
tedness and high rates of interest seems worth considering. 
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The supplies of wheat actually put on the market show a very 
wide fluctuation in the course of the season. Between 50 and 60 
per cent. is s~ld in the months immediately following harvest. Later, 
.during the monsoon, supplies fall off and business is practically at a 
standstill in many up-country markets. As will appear in subsequent 
chapters this gives rise to a serious depression' in prices at harvest 
trime and raises problems connected with storage and also with trans
pod and communications. 

Before discussing the marketing of wheat it is necessary to 
pause and ask .. What is wheat 1" The answer is not easy. Two 
main sub-species are grown in India, viz., T"itictlm vulgal"(~ and 
T,.iticu71~ dttrl£11& with a sprinkling of others such as the Emmer 
wheats. These differ very widely in their botanical and commercial 
chara~tel'istics j some on account of their quality command a high 
premium and others sell at a discount. There is a confusing 
multiplicity of trade names and descriptions of wheat througbout 
India so that buyers and sellers using the same term may often mean 
something entirely different. The more generally understood descrip
tions perhaps are .. sharbati It for hard, white wheat and .. pissi It 
for soft white (Triticl£11& vulgal'e): .. dara It approximates to .. fair 
average quality" in different districts, and .. bansi," .. jalalia It and 
.. khandu:a .. refer to different types of durum. 

Quite evidently the existing confusion of terms must be cleared up 
to bring about comparable quotations and cohesion in the internal market. 
The terms at present in use seem more suitable for the Tower of Ba.bel 
than a. market. 

Turning. to the question of wheat imports it wiU be observed 
that these now amount to very little and. only partly offset the 
exports. For example, during the ten years endin~ 1929~30. imports 
represented only about half the exports. Australia provides nearly 
all the i~porbed Bupplies and there is naturally an incentive to import 
when Indian prices are Bufficiently high to make it worth while. 

The exports of wheat mainly to the United Kingdom, have 
always been irt'egular and the avel'age in" recent years has been small, 
During the last five years there have been no exports at all to 
Continental Europe. Exports of the 1936 crop up to the end, of 
December have a.lmost touched the 200,000 ton. ma.rk and. are likely 
to go higher. This is commonly under.stood to Le due to the rising 
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level of world prices. To some extent this is true but the deciding 
factor appears t!' be the margin in India between the price of wheat 
and the prices of the other important ram food crops, such as . gram 
and barley. When these are relatively cheap large quantities are 
consumed in prllference. to wheat which is then available for export 
Bnd vice versa. 

The overseas trade in wheat-flour and other wheat products is 
comparatively small. Imports of flour are almost negligihle. Exports 
are now down to ahout 12,000 tons which is only a fourth of the 
exports five years ago. Imports of biscuits and cakes during the past
year amounted to about Rs. 36 lakhs and Burma appears to take over 

. 40 per cent. of the total quantity imported. 

Tbe net supply of wheat and wbeat products available for con· 
sumption in India, apart from seed, is from S million to si million tOilS. 
Of this approximately 3 million tons is retained by cultivators and in 
the villages in the producing areas. 

Tbe remainder of this report deals with the marketing of the 
balance of the crop amounting to ahout 5 million tons. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAFS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING 
TO CHAPTER I. 

Distl'ibuti01Z of wheat production in India, 

( facing page 1 ). 

Each dot on this map represents 2,000 acres under wheat, the 
number of dots in each tract being regulated according to its production. 
The very dark patches in the Punja.b and United Provinces are caused 'by 
the large number and density of dots and indicate the areas of concentrated 
whea.t production. Sind, Central Provinces, Bihar and Central India 
States are also important wheat producing areas. The very few dots 
shown'in the southern and eastern pads of the country including Bombay, 
Madras, Orissa, Bengal, Assam and Burma show that wheat cultivation 
in those provinces is insignificant. It should be noted that nioi'e than 
nine-tenths of the Indian wheat crop is grown north and west C?f !I! liDIJ. 
~r\\wq !',cros" the P~in!}~l~ frQIll ~()~bar to Cal~utta.l 
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Shares of important' Provinces and states in acreage and production . ' 

of wheat in India. 
(see page 3). 

The tota~ acreage and production of wheat in India have he en re
presented in this diagram by means of two circles which are divided into 
various sectors showing the proportionate share of each important province 
and State. The thick line in both the circles enclosing seven small sectors 
indicates the aCl'eageand production of whea.t in British India. It will be 
noted that British India is responsible for three-fourths of the total Indian 
acreage and four-fifths of the total outturn, the remainder of the crop 
being produced in Indian States. The Punja.b and the United Provinces 
occupy a most conspicuollS position and jointly produce nearly tliree-fifths 
of the,total crop on an area which amounts to one-balf of the total Indian 
wheat acreage. The yield per 'acre in these provinces is on the whole 
higher than in most of the other tracts. Central Provinces, Bombay, 
Sind, Bihil.r, Centrai India States, Rajputana. Hyderabad and Gwalior are 
other important wheat producing areas. 

Acreage and production of wheat in India-1925-26 to 1934-35. 
(see page 4): 

This diagram indicates the tr~nd of acreage and production of 
wheat in India as a whole and of British India and the Indian States 
individually for the ten years ending 1934-35. British India acreage does 
not show very Ia.rge llxpansion except tn 1933-34 when it rose from 241 

• million acres to more than 27 million acres. Next year it again fell to 
25i million aCl·es. Wheat acreage in the Indian" States show a fairly 

·steady increase except in 1928-29. On the whole the total Indian acreage 
showed an increase of ~ miliion from 31 millio~ acres in 1925-26 to 35 
miliion in 1934-35. 

, The estimated production of wheat, like the acreage, has not varied 
"more tha"~ 10% either way except in 1929-30 when in spite of a. very 
moderate B~eded area production rose to a record of 10.7 million tons owing 
to ex~eptionally favourable weather ~onditions. 

Distributioll of wheat by types and qualiti,.s ill India. 
(see page ?). 

It ~iIl be seen from the reference table of this map that wheat has 
heen divided into two main classes, white and red, the former helng 
sub-divided into T. aurum ana T. vulgare' and the latter into T. d"n,m, 
T. 1mlgar, a.nd Emmer, The durum wheats, tLS also the Emmer species, 

~r9 <?f v~rr ha~d B~ructu~ ~h~ !9rIil~r bein~ a ~?~der grai~ ~ltogether th~~ 
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'l'HE CHIEF COMMERCIAL VARIE'l'IES OF INDIAN WHEATS. 
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the species T, tJl(lgare which are the common wheats a.nd. represent neariy 
nine-tenths of the Indian crop. The triangles a.nd crosses . represent 'white 
wheat and the oircles and, squares red wheat. It is important to note than 
eacb symbol above the line AB represents 100,000 a.cres a.nd below it 
50,000 acres. The symbols are placed in ,those locali,ties in which each 
particular kind of wheat is known tq grow. 

It will be seen from the number pf the 'various kinds of symbols 
shown OD the map that the white wheats occupy about three-fourtbs of 
the'total wheat area. 

Tbe black trhlDgles. symbolising white, Durunz wheats, such as, 
Ransi, Jalalia and 'Khandwa are prominent in the Bombay Presidency, 
Hyderabad (Deccan), Central Provinces and CentraUndia. Thebalf-shaded 
iriangleil which indicate the production of Shar6ati or semi-hard white 
wheats are found to be concentrated in Sind, the Punjab ,and the adjoining 
tracts of the United Provinces_ The, unsbaded triangles with 'a line drawn 
parallei to one of the sides represent soft white whe!Lts 'which are mostly 
found in ,the United Provinces, ,Bengal and Central india'while the plain. 
unshaded trianglesillaslratin,g white ~issi wheats grown only in the 
Central Provinces and the adjoining northern tracts. Crosses, which 
indicate a inlxture of white and red and hard and soft wheats with various 
iocal names' such as Dara, Gajar and Khebri are found all over the Punjab; 
the United Provi~ceB,Bihar~ Bengal a~d the Central Indio.: '" 

Black circles, indicate the production of Kathia or red DUTUnuvqeats., 
These circles are a. characteristic featura. of the Peninsula iruiluding ~ the: 
Bombay Presidency, Hyderabad.. (Deccan) and theCentrail'roviilces;. 
The half black ch'clesindicate the bard or semi:-bard re~ wheats which are: 
found in the United Provinces; Bihar, Punjab, and Bengar: The, plain 
unsbaded circles represent the area. ~nder Pissi 'or B~ft red which a.re 
mainly found in Rajputana, Central India and tbe,Centr8.I Provinces: 

The black squares represent; Emmer (h;rd red) known throughout 
. the south 80S Khapli which is found only in 'the south wl}stem parts of 

the Bombay Presidency, in one or two iLdjace~t ~arts ol Hrderab'ad and in 
Mysore. 

p,.ice differences in seen/ per rupee between wheat and gram 
and wheat and barley and wheat eXp~l'ts. 

(see page 11). 

This diagram Bhows the relation between the exports of wheat and 
the price differencelf. in 'lieers per rupee, hetween wpeat and gram a.nd 
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'whea~ and batiey. A glance a~ the chart indicates that whenever the 
difference between the price of wheat and the other two grains widens 
exports rise. On the' other hand the narrowing down of the price mar
gins between these food grains is usually associated with reduced exports. 

Import amI Ixport o! wheat and prices of Australian ana Argentinl 1vheats at 
Liverpool and/ol" London (C.I.F.) and Indian tvheat at Kamclti (ex-store). 

(se, pag' 12). 

This diagram shows the relation between the volume of Indian im
ports and exports of wheat and the wheat prices in India and other world 
markets, The curve based upon the Karachi quotations represents tbe 
Indian price level while world prices are shown by the curves representing 
Liverpool-London C.I.F. quotations for Australian and Argentine wheats. 
It may be observed that the United Kingdom is the chief market for 
Indian wheat so tha~ exports from India largely depend upon the diffe
rence between the prices at Karachi and those of Liverpool or London. 
From the three price curves, it will be noted that during 1920-21 and from 
1923 to 1928 when the gap between the Karachi and the Livel'pool-London 
lines was sufficiently wide to cover the cos~ of transport and other inci
dental charges from Karachi to the United Kingdom there were substantial 
exports. Naturally when the difference falls below the shipping costs 
export ceases. On the other hand when the United Kingdom l)arity of 
Indian wheat exceeds the price of other wheats in, say, London or Liverpool 
as happened in 1921-22 and again 1928-29, the tendency is for India to 
become an importer. This condition was nullified after March 1931 when 
iD spite of parity favourable for importing Australian wheat into India the 
imposition of an import duty excluded foreign wheats. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

Utilisation and Demand. 

The consumption of wheat is apparently ,as high. as 350 lb. or 
more per head 110 year in some of the cities in Northern India. To
wards the east in Assam, and the south in Madras Presidency, the 
per capita consumption is as low as 4 lb. pet' year. 

So far as utilisation is concerned, the statistical position leaves 
much to be desired. Twenty-five of the larger roller mills in India 
make regular returns of their output to the Director-General, Commer
cial Intelligence and Statistics, but apart from these there are no 
official records. It has already been observed that out of a total 
production of about 91 million tons, an er allowing for seed retained 
by the cultivators, roughly 3 million tons are disposed of locally in the 
villages by way of payment in kind, barter, etc. This leaves some
thing like 5 million tons actually put on the market. Of this amount 
it appears that 2 million tons are crushed for domestic use in hand 
chakkis-mainly in the smaller towns and, villages, Over 2 million 
tons is converted into ata in urbllD-power driven' chakkis and only 
1 million tons is dealt with in all the roller mills. The amount of 
wheat used (or stock-feeding is 11l'actically negligible but about 150,OOU 
tons of bran produced by the roller mills, along with a little--at most 
2 per cent. -obtained by sifting the product milled by cltakkis, is used 
for stock feeding, At least 30 per cent, of ·the bran produced hy roller 
mills is consumed by horses in cantonment areas. 

A certain amount of fermented bread in the form of loaves 
(dabal roti) is produced by bazaar bakers and by the large bak~ries and 
restllourants in the cities, and there are also about half a dozen bi!!cuit 
(actorieoJ in India but the fact remains that the a1l1ountof wheat uti .. 
lised in this way forms only a very small proportion of the total. The 
big bulk of the wheat is undoubtedly converted into chapatis and 
pa7'athas or puris (chapatis cooked in ghee). For making chapatis 
a hard, strong wheat of the shal'bati type with plenty of gluten is 
required, and discriminating buyers, even amongst the poorer classes, 
p.re prepared to pay Do premium for this type of wheat. This is appa.
rently justified, for haking experiments which have been carried out 
show that from one seer of ata made from sharbati 28 chapatis weigh

ing 4. ~p~8t~ eacH ~ou!9 ~~ obtfoi~e~ a~ a 90s~ ,p! 9·~~ pies per ()hafa~i, a,\! 



oompa.red with !Hl cllapatill oosting 0.65 pies eaoh,. even after paying 
a premium of 2 annas 6 pies per maund for sharbali wbeat. 

Ata (wbole.meal) is the main pt'oduct made from wheat. In tbe 
case of tbe roller mills tbe ata amounts only to about at per cent. but 
the whole of the output of power driven chakkis consists of ata and in the 
CI\se of the ba.nd chakki although ala is the main produot there is a 
certain amount of suii (coarse seUlolinn.l sifted out especia.lly in South
ern Indit\. The amount of maid,l (white sta.rchy flour derived from 
the centre of the grain) is about 400,000 tuns. This is all produced in 
the roller mills. Ata to be in its best condition must be fresbly 
ground before use and this is in fa.ct the custom whether it is ground 
by hand cllakki or in power driven chakkis. In some respects oon
sumers in India IU'e fortunate in their present habits. According to 
McCarrison, for instance, whole-meal flour (atll) contains Vitamin .'\, 
alld is rich in vitamin B whereas at most wbite flour .bas only a very 
little Vitamin B. Tbe protein content of ala is also higber and of better 
quality than that of white flour. 

Although the consumption of wheat as a wbole appears to be 
increasthg, there is no indication that the consumption of maida (white 
flour) is increasing to the same extent. In fact, tbe roller .Jl)ills wbich 
produce maidll apparently find it difficult to carry on and quite a 
number of them have shut down recently. On the other hand the 
number of power cllakkis seems to be increasing very rapidly. Returns 
from electrio supply companies indicate that the number of cllakkis 

operated by electric I)Ower has more than doubled within the past 5 years. 
At this rate within a very short time it is possible tbat the 21 million 
tons at present crusbed by hand chakkis-apart from the 3 million 
tons retained in the village-may be dealt with in power driven 
chakl.;is (either oil or electric). This would apparently provide occu
pation for another 20,000 to 30,000 persons with a total income of 
about 20 1l1.kbs per month. 

Next to ala, slIji (coarse semolina) and rawa (fine semolina), 
but mainly stlji, are tbe most important. SlIii represents 5 to 15 per 
cent. 01 tbe requirements of the lIalu'ais and bazaar lood shops in 
Nortbern India and the output of stlii from 'roller nlills amounts to 
about '11,000 tons or 8 per cent. Approximately the same quantity 
espeoially cl coarse roughly ground Wheat, preferably 'of the dun"" 
type, appears to, be ll1ade in thl!' hand ehakkis of Central and Souther~ 



KHARAS OR :BULLOCK DRIVEN FLOUR MILL OF A TYPE 
COMMONLY FOUND IN THE PUNJAB. 

CHAKKI (OR S.MALL STQ~E MILL) DRIVEN :BY ELECTRICI'l'Y; 



SOME COMMON WHEAT PREPARATIONS. 

Top row from left to right :--Khaill1', Ball/shahi, Hallea, Jaltbi, Suji 

selt'ayall, JIllid'l selL'ayall, 
Middle row:-Sohara Itahca. Phelli, Cake, Pastry, Biscuits, JIithi roti. 

Hotel-made dabal roti. Bazaar-made dabal roti. 

last row -Kacha.U/'i. PIII'i. Paratha. ChaJ>ati (unleavened cake), Ph"lk'l, 

Nan Oeavened bread), Aligarh biscuits. 

SEJrAY.LV (VERMICEII.I). 
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India. S'uji 'is '~s~d: f~ ~e~aVlin (;e;mtc~ni),- s'weetm~~t-~: :'h~l~a, 
kesari, etc., and in its coars~~ form for~the preparation of bo~led pro
ducts such ,as uppumavandrabri whic!i.are' favourite 'dishes in 
Southern and Central 'India; 'In Coorg, :for ~x~mple, more than .30 
per cent. of the imports of whea.t products ~epreseIlt suji a~d _ in 
Travancore over 20 per cent. ' 

The hard, durum wheats~met,with'mainly in Central India a,nd,'in 
the south,a.re eminently, suitable Jor the manufacture of :these pro
ducts. ItappearB, however, ,that :owiog to' the wear and tear on:tbeir 
rollers the owners of rollermiIls do not Iik!! .to use durumwheats; 
and the power driven stone chakkis. are not at present suita'blyequipped 
for separating thes"jifl'Om the remainder of the :flour.lt would, 'seem 
desirable ,to design: some simple' improved, foriD. or separatirig, equip
Dlent for use with the power driven chakkis .if. the: ,demand for high 
quality hard dUl'Um wbeats is ,to b!lmaintainedor in,cre~~ed. 

There appears to be a general tendency for wheat grown in any 
particular district to be, used for all purposes irrespective of its quality 
characteristics. On that a~count !J. ,large amount of soft ~hite wheats 
!Lre sWI used but outside their own districts they !Lre not much in de
mand. Fer the manufacture of maidato be used in the production of 
fermented bread (dabal ,'oti) a certain proportion of sort-whe~ts, from 
25 'to 40 per cent. is desirable in the mixture. For the manufaature c{f 
hiscuits and cakes Rlso soft wheat is to be preferred, hut' the Qemand 
for this is relatively sman. Outside Rajputinli. and' Baroda there 
appeal's to be no special demand for soft red wheatsaild 'even :there 
1\ tendency to change over to the shatbati 't?pe of 'wht'a't· is -alreaay 
noticeable. 

For industrial purposes in the manufacture ,of starch for, !I~~ing 

in textile mills; a soft white starchy wheat iS,probably, to be, preferred. 
Unfortunately it appears that th~ productio~, of ,wheat starqh i~India 
for this purpose is decreasing. Imported star~hes. e.g.,fa:ri~a,s~go 
flour and starch, have, however, increased to the exte~t of neit less 
than 22 per cent. in the, last 5 years !lO that 'out of a t~ta:l amo~Dt of 
more than ,40,000 tons of sizing starches p.sed by the t~xtile mills, in 
India, less than o~e-~Hh is at pre~ent provided by Indian millers. ' 
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EXPLAN ATORY NOTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING TO 
. CHAPTER 11. 

Running five I/ears' avemges of net availablt S1lpplies of u'heat, 
(including u'lzeat flour in terms of u'1&eat) 

(set page 19). 

This diagram shows the quantities of wheat available in India for 
consumption during the past 36 years, and the trend of population. From 
the curve representing 'Net available supplies', <~t will be noted tbat the 
supplies of wheat have arisen from 6 million tons in 1900·01 to about 91 
million tons in 1935-36 an increase of 58%. There has not been a pro

'portionate increase in population during the same period as is shown 
by the other curve although there has been an upwa.rd tendency from 294.4 
millio;n in 1900-01 to 352.8 millions according to the 1931 census an in
crease of abbut 20%. This clearly indicates a rise in the per capita. con
sumption of wheat in India, 

Rail ana f-tVtf' borne trade in tl.'heat ana wheat flof/r. and ",'oduction (>f 
tcheat flour by cef'tain largt roller filiUs. 

(see page 20). 

The traffic in wheat an~ wheat flour and the production of wheat 
flour by certain roller mills in India. haye been shown here in two diagrams. 
The diagram to the left giyes the monthly movements of whent and flour 
and production of flour for the period from April 1933 to June 1936, while 
the other diagram to the right shows the average monthly movement based 
upon the same data. 

In the diagram to the left the curve representing the wheat traffic 
clearly shows that the maximum movement in this commodity takes place 
in May and June, the period closely following the harvest months in the 
main tracts. It will be noted that the flour curve indicates less fluc
tuations than the wheat curve and that this is also the case with the third 
curve representing the production of wheat flour. 

A clearer view of the seasonal movements can be had from the other 
diagram to the right. The periodicity in the wheat traffic is ve11' pro
minent. The heaviest movement occurs in Ma.y and June while the mini
mum traffic is recorded during the monsoon months of August and Sep
tember. As already mentioned the curves showing the production and 
rail-borne traffic in flour do not show much variation. It will be noted 
from these two curves that both the production and movement of flour are 
at their maximum in October in preparation for the increased demand. which. 

the winter season invariably brings. 
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CHAPTER Ill. 

Wholesale Prices. 

If growers are to, get better prices for their wheat the, first step 
is to ask what are the prices ruling in the various markets. Here agaIn 
the answer is very much like Abra.cadabra. In Karachi, for example, 
wholelale prices are quoted in terms of rupees per candy (656 lb.), in 
Bombay per cwt. (112 lb.), in other places in maunds which may .be 
82-2/7 lb., and may be not. In some parts-and everywhere generally 
in the retail trade-the price is quoted, in terms of seers (2.057 lb.) per 
rupee but the buying seer may in some cases be heavier than the selling 
Beer. This gives rise to the anomaly whereby the retailer sells' apparently 
at .. lower price than he buys in the wholesale market. Clearly some
thing musl> be done to put price quotations in all markets on a compara
ble basis. 

After sorting out the, mass of conflicting material collected in the 
course of this survey certain facts stand out quite clearly and may be 
briefly summarised as follow's. 

White wheats almost everywhere command IL premium,· generally 
about Re. 0/2/0 per maund over red wheats. Soft wheat (pissi) is at IL 
discount of about 5 per cent. compared with hard wheat (sharbati). 
Durums, the hardest wheats of all, sometimes and in certain markets, 
particularly in Central ILnd Southern India, sell at quite fantastically 
high premiums over other wheats, but more generally the premium 
amounts to between Re. O/B/O and Re. 0/12/0 per maund. 

As between different markets, prices for the same kind of wheat 
differ naturally according to their distance from the producing centres. 
In all the more important markets, however, such as those at the ports 
of Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta and in the main up-country centres 
Buch aB Amritsar, Lyallpur, Hapur and Muzaffarnagar, where there are 
organised trade ILssociations, the prices move 'very much in sympathy with 
one another but in many other markets where no associations exist prices 
appear to move in a. disconnected way, up or down, independently of one 
another and of the main markets referred to. These highly irregular 
movements add appreciably to the risks and consequently to the costs of 
narketing and it is necessary that closer connection should' be estab
ished between all the markets Ba as to synchronise movements in prices. 

A great divergence in priceg is similarly observed, with, regard to 
lurum. whea.ts. Their prices in different ma.rkets appear to have little or 



bO relation with" one another or with the price level of ordinary white ~ 
wheats. In order to stabilise durum prices there is, therefore, need for 
a.n association'to establish a durum wheat contract in Central or Southern 
India, say, either at Indore, Hyderabad or Bombay. 

The most outstanding and probably the most serious factor from 
the growers' point of view is the seasonal depression in prices at harvest 
time. Year by year in some of the leading markets as the harvest 
reaches its height prices fall on an average by 19 per cent. It is useless 
to ask the grower to hold back his supplies until prices rise again. He 
must convert his crops into cash as they come along and if he does not 
take his wheat to market when the weather is good the difficulties of 
transport during the monsoon months would, in most cases, render this 
impossible. The solution is rather to be found in the provision of 
adequate and suitable storage accommodation and adequate "hedging" 
facilities at the key positions occupied by the more important assembling 
markets. That storage can be done with profit will become apparent in 
the subsequent chapter dealing with conservation. 

It is often claimed that speculative trading and dealings in 
"futures" causes the seasonal depression in prices to be greater than 
need be. This is not however, borne out by the evidence which, indeed, 
seems to indicate that the "futures" markets have a. stabilising effect on 
"ready" prices. The speculators, particularly on the more important 
grain exchanges in the producing areas, are apparently optimistic "bulls;' 
and "futures" quotations generally stand at a premium over "ready" 
prices. It is not possible to ignore, however, the probable harmful effect 
,on growers' prices at harvest time of the strong and prolonged "bearish" 
tendency of the July "future" at Karachi and the May "future" at 

Calcutta. 

It is desirable that growers should be kept better informed of the 
'course' of prices. At present they depend very largely on hearsa.y and on 
reports received from the loca.l baniya and their neighbours or others 
who have been to market. There are, however, two aspects of this 
problem. First, it is necessary to collect proper and correct information 
regarding prices and then to pass this on to the grower. 

From a marketing point of view this survey shows that "official" 
prices are of no value. Prices llublished in the daily and trade press 
.re not intelligible to the ordinary rea.der who may be unaware :oftbe 
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weight of the unit quoted or of the' quality' or amount ofl"afraeliion OD 

whioh the quota.tion is based. Merchants, a.s a rule,keepthemllelves in 
touoh by means of post, telegraph or telephone, and da.ily prices :both 
"rea.dy" and "futures" ca.n ba obtained through the trade assaciatioDIJ· 'in 
the larger mjP.rkets. It is only necessary that all the associa.tions - should. 
observe the same standa.rd of quality and a. uniformsystelli. of price 
quotation. Steps in this direction are already being taken. 

For smaller markets local arrangements should be made probably, 
by ~stablishing market committees whose function it would be to obtain 
and post up in the market the daily prices, not only of that market but. 
also of tbe larger wholesale market or markets with which it is directly 
connected. 

Recent developments in the way of broadcasting market prices 
through village radio sets give rise to, the hope that the ·cultivators 
-will in the near future be brought into more up· to-date and closell contact 
with wheat prices. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING TO 
CHAPTER Ill. 

Percentage deviations 01 the average monthly wholesale :prices Iromtheir 
annual mean. 

(see pages 2p-2i). 

The seasonal variations in the price of wheat during 'the 'year are 
shown in the seven diagrams on pages (25-27). They ara expressed as 
month by month perc~lltage devilj,tions from the annual mean based upon 
the five years monthly average prices in respect of 20 important tIfarkets 
in the six main wheat producing provinces and the three terminals' o! 
Ka~a~hi, Bombay and Calcutta. The movement of the curves above or 
below the basic line which represents the annual ,!<verage prices shows the 
exten~ (percentage) by which the average prics in a particular month is 
higher or lower respectively than the annual average price. 

These curves may perhaps be taken as shQwing the loss incurred· by 
growers in selling their wheat immediately a.fter harvest or, taking another 
view they may be regarded 80S showing the {lrobal;>le proq~ Q~ storin~wh~~ 
~ill it is wanted for consumptio~. 
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(a) P1tnjah-This diagram contains six curves representing price 
deviations in re!lpect of Lahore, Okara, Lyallpur, Rawalpindi, Ambala and 
Amritsar and a seventh one more thickly outlined showing the average 
deviation for the above six markets. It will be seen from the curves for 
the different markets that the minimum prices at all the markets in large 
producing areas such as Okara, Lyallpur, Ambala, Lahore and Amritsar 
occur about the pre-harvest and ~arvest period April-June. The maximum 
prices ior these areas occur in the months of December, January and 
February. On the 9ther hand in the consuming market ?f Rawalpindi the 
minimum prices occur in July i.e., a month or two later than in the large 

surplus areas. 

(b) United P1'ovinces-This diagram contains five curves of which 
four indicate the percentage deviations in respect of the Hapur, Cbandausi, 
Benares and Cawnpore markets and the fifth, thickly outlined, the average 
deviations for the same markets. It will be noted that 0!l the whole the 
movements of these curves are sympathetic. The pre-harvest decline 
starts in February the maximum fall being registered at Hapur in April 
when the harvest is just going into full swing. The' greatest upward 
movement also takes place at Hapur during August although the extreme 
range of variation (19%) occurs at Chandausi between February Rnd April. 
All the curves after a decline in September show an upward tendency. 

(c) Delhi-The diagram contains three curves representing the 
percentage deviations in the prices of Sharbati, White and Red wheats. 
As in the United Provinces, the harvest decline starts in February but the 
maximum fall takes place in lIfa,y. From May onwards there is an upward 
trend with a peak in August. Prices decline during September and October 
but a reaction takes them up again slightly in November. 

(d) Central Provinces-There are five curves in 'this diagram, four of 
which represent price deviations for Saugor, Raipur? Amraoti and Akola 
and the fifth the average deviation for. these four markets. It will be 
noted that the different curves move very irregularly. In, February, for 
instance, the prices at Raipur decline whereas those at Amraoti go up. It 
may be observed that of the four markets, Saugor and to a lesser extent 
Raipur are large producing centres; Amraoti and Akola are important 
consuming markets in the :Berar. However, from the curve showing the 
average deviation it will be seen that prices conform in a general way to 
the seasonal movement in other parts of the country being at their lowest 
ill April with a tendency to rise vowards the end of the monsoon. ' 
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Percentage Deviation of the average monthly wholesale p1'ices from 
the;?' anJluallllean. 
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Pe1'centage Deviation.- 'oj the average monthly wholesale prices from 
their annual mean. 
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(6) Bihar-This diagram contains three curves showing the price 
deviations in respect of white, red and mixed wheats at 'Patna. It will be 
seen that the price fluctuations in the case of white wheats are greater than' 
in the case of the other two varieties. The decline in the prices of 1""hite 
wheat starts in March with a low point in Miy. Thereafter the trend is 
continuously upward to a peak in December with slight depressions in 
August and October. 

(j) Bombay-This diagram represents price deviations at Bijapurj 
Dharwar, Sholapur and Poona with an average curve for the Presidency 
based on these four markets. It will be noted that' from January to March 
there is some sympathy of movement in the various curves. After March 
the movements lose all similarity the Bijapur curve recording the-most 
violent fluctuations. At this' market prices rise sharply from' July to 
September and precede a sudden and violent fall to a low point in Novem
ber when on the contrary the highest levels are recorded by the other three 
markets of Sholapur, Poona and Dharwar. 

(0) Ports-This diagram shows price deviations in respect of 
Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta. It will be noted that the seasonal vari
ations at these ports follow a very similar course except for the December 
and January deviations in the case of Calcutta which were caused by some 
special circumstances in 1934.. The preharvest 01' harvest fall begins in 
February touching bottom in May at Karachi and Calcutta and in June 
at Bombay. Thereafter there is an upward trend to August followed by a 
dip in September and again a rise in October. This conforms to the 
seasonal variations in the main producing markets although the individual 
variations are less pronounced. The pricc level is at its highest in 
December and January. 

(h) Averaae f01' the Provinces-This graph shows the average devi
ations for the Punjab, the United Provinces, Bihar, the Central Provinces 
and the Bombay Presidency and Sind represented by Karachi. It will be 
observed that on the whole there is considerable sympathy of movement 
in the various curves. Excludipg Bihar the general fall in prices starts in 
February and reaches bottom in April and May. Thereafter the trend is 
upward until August. In September there is a general decline, followed in 
the ensuing months by an equally general rise, 
Average monthly wholesale prices of wheat (per maund of 82"/7 lb.) at five 

important markets f01' the period, January 1931 to September 1936. 
(see page 28). 

. The ',curves in this diagram represent the movement of wheat prices 
at the three important ports of Calc.utta, Bombay and Karachi and two 



so 
important assembling markets in the interior viz. Hapur and L"yallpur. 
A glance at the diagram clearly shows a fairly close similarity of movement 
particularly since the beginning of 1934 when the differ~nt lines move more 
or les~ parallel to each other. The range of price variations between the 
different markets is also shown. It will be noted thg,t the price differences 
between any two markets may vary appreciably from time to time. It 
will also be seen that the prices in the port markets are always higher than 
in the up-country markets whence' the former generally derive their 
supplies. Of all the three ports, Calcutta being situated farthest from the 
surplus wheat areas is· the most expensive market for wheat. On the 
other hand Lyallpur, in the heart of the Punjab surplus producing tracts, 
is comparatively the cheapest. 

Average mOltthly prices (per maund of 822
/. lb.) of wheat. 

(see page 31), 
This diagra.m shows the price movements of wheat at Cawnpore and 

Benares in the United Provinces, Jubbulpore, Saugor and Raipur in the 
Central Provinces and Dinapore in Bihar. It will be noticed that in 
contrast to close relation in the price movements between the markets 
situated in the surplus producing centres and the main ports there is no 
similarity of movement in the price of certain inland markets in which 
consumption plays a large part. In May, 1934, for example, while the 
Raipur curve was falling, the Saugor curve was going up; similarly the 
Jubbulpur curve was rising while that of Cawnpore was falling. This 
appears to indicate the need for better distribution and for an improved 
price news service in those markets. 

Expm·ts of weat by railf1"Om the Punjab to Calcutta altd difference between 

tcholesale prices of Punjab wheat at Lyallpur and Calcutta. 
(see page 32). 

This diagram shows the relation between the exports of wheat by 
rail from the Punjab to Calcutta and the margin between Lyallpur and 
Calcutta prices, the former market being taken as the typical wheat export
ing centre of the Punjab. It will be I}oted that a rise in the curve 
representing the price difference is accompanied or immediately followed 
by larger exports and vice versa. Generally the differences are wider aiter 
September or October in the off·season and the exports are also correspond
ingly greater during that period. 

"Futures" prices of wheat at six important markets. 
(see page aa). 

This dia.gram indicates the movements of the monthly average prices 
of the nearest "futures" or forward position to the ready .. or spot" 
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quotation ruling in the three terminals of Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta 
as well as the three upcountry assembling markets of Amritsar, Lyallpur 
and Hapur during 1931-35. . The circles which appear along the various 
curves show the commencement of the next • future' and the thin dots 
represent a blank period during which there are no quotations. It will be 
noted that like the ready prices in these markets the .. futures" price~ 
show a great degree of sympathy in their movements which is very strik
ing during 1934-35. 

A.verage monthly wholesale prices. 
(see page 84). 

This graph represents the movements of prices of durztm wheats at 
Hyderabad, Hubli, Bijapur and Hardaand the vulgare or common wheats 
at Bombay. III will bd observed that no similarity exists between the 
moveme~ts of the ., durum" and .. vulgare" types. In February' 1935, 

for instance, the price of vltlgat'e wheats dropped whereas that of durum 
as examplified by Bijapur quotations advanced. It may also be added 
that even among the aurum wheats there appears to be little in the way 
of a common tendency. For example, in January 1933 the prices of 
Jalalia at Harda (C. p) dropped, whereas those for Bijapur Red at Bijapur 
showed a sudden rise. 

Ready and Future prices. 
(see pages 86-88). 

.. 

These five diagrams show the relation between the .. ready" and 
.. futures" prices of wheat at Hapur, Bombay, Karachi, Calcutta and 
Lyallpur. It will be noted from the various graphs that in periods when 
prices have a rising tendency the futures prices generally lag behind, 
whereas in times of depression .. futures" values ordinarily range higher 
exercising a somewhat steadying tendency on the market. For instance, 
in the case of Hapur it will be seen that from July 1932 to March 1933, 
when the general tendency of the prices was to rise, "futures" lagged behind 
while in the period from January 1934 to December 1935 when prices 
remained at a rather low level the "futures" prille ranged comparatively 
high. Another example may be seen in the Bombay diagram. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Preparation for Market. 

The first step in preparing the wheat for the market is harvesting. 
This is generally done by the hand sickle. Subsequent threshing is done 
by bullocks treading out the grain, and in winnowing the ryot generally 
depends on the winds of heaven. 

Efforts have from time to time peen made to wean the cul~ivator 

from his present primitive practices. Scythes have been tried but without 
success since the workers obiect to adopting an upright position. Me
chanical harvesters and bullock driven mechanical reapers have been tried 
out in different districts but owing partly to technical difficulties they 
have rarely been found economic either, on irrigated. or ba"ani lands. 

The cost of reaping by hired labour which is usually pa.id for in kind 
represents about 5 to 6 per cent. of the crop. Threshing, in rare cases 
where hired labour is employed, works out to about Rs. '4/6/0 per acre 
and winnowing about Rs. 1/8/0. 

It is a question whether there is any great necessity to try and alter 
or improve the present met~ods of preparing wheat for the market as prac
tised by the cultivator at any rate till primary markets are better organised. 

The presence of impurities such as other food grains, oil seeds, etc., 
is partly due to the custom of sowing mixed crops, partly to the $tacking 
of barley, gram and other g'rains or seeds in close proximity to the wheat 
and partly also to the use of one and the same threshing floor for all 
varieties of crops. Even when thoroughly cleaned in the process of 
winnowing, dirt may later find its way in among the wheat before being 
marketed owing to the practice of covering the wheat witJ;t earth, etc., 
in store as a protection against weevil attack. 

For sale on the internal ma~ket a large· amou~t of trouble and labour' 
has to be undertaken after the wheat leaves the hands of the producer, 
before it is sufficiently clean and fit for conversion into ata by tbe con
sumer or in the power chakkis. "In almost every wheat market in India 
large numbers of labourers of both sexes are employed for the purpose of 
dressing or cleani~g the wheat before it' passes into the wholesale or 
retail trade, and scaHered groups of workers may be 'seen attending to 
separate and individual heaps, both small and large, all over the market 
place. The first dressing having been completed and the larger impurities 
eliminated, further operations are performed with a winnowing tray for 
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the removal of the smaller iolpurities, particularly' where retail quantities 
are concerned ,nd the ,buyer is. the: actu'al consumer. The screenings or 
residue from a heap, after it has been bagged, is also carefully re-winnowed 

'by ·hand. The inconvEmience and waste of time in-9-ol-9-ed in these numer· 
ous 'operations at every stage is' very considerable apart from tbe fact that 
the results achieved are often 'not' commensurate with thE! amount of 
labour expended. 

Whe~e the wheat is destined for the export market shippers re-dress 
the grain at the port so far as is necessary .. If barley is present in appre
ciable quantities' in the wheat and if the price of barley is more than half 
the value of the wheat it may pay to have a special cleaning' plant for 
removi'ng the barley. For example. at Karachi until four or .five years 
ago there was afleast one elaborate cl~aning, and barley separating plant 
for wheat destined for the export trade. The fact that this machinery has 
now been dismantled is due to the decrease in exports and the irregularity 

. of the trade ,as, well' as the difficulty of finding a market abroad for the 
barley with which the wheat formerly sent to Karachi from Bind and the 
south Punjab was oIten heavily adulterated. 

'For sale to roller mills the 'existing system of preparation as carried out 
cin the holding appears to be adequate. lhese mills are equipped with 
suitable machinery for cleaning the grain and the barley or other grains 
~xtracted in the process are ground separately to be mixed in with the 

'bran.for stock feeding. and thereby the amount of loss is reduced. In 
~egard to t~e dirt content this is usually disc~unted in the price when 
buying and, ~ve.1l if the wheat were ne clean as a cultivator could possibly 
mp.ko.lt, it would still have to be washed in the process of conditioning 
prior· to milling . 

• 
For the wholesale ma.rket the present methods pursued by the 

. cultivators can. generally make the whe'at sufficiently clean' to meet the 
terms and conditions of 'the contracts prevailing in the different markets, 
In fact •. it would appea.r that the amount of, dirt and other impurities 
present in the si'ain allllut on' thema.rket is' not infrequently' due to the 
high percentage allowed. i.n the contracts 01 . different' trade associations 
rather than to any ,shortcomings in the methods of preparation by the 
cultivators. .In Lyallpur '. market . for example. where the :quality of the 
wheats specified in the local contract is high. (i.e.,· on:ly a. small percentage 
of refraction is allowed) arid where ·the terms' a.te m:utual, the' wheat 
as normally delivered by the oultivators is much oleaner tha.li in, 
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A CORNER OF A TYPICAL_ MANDIIN"l'HE PUNJAB 
Notice the_dirt and ordure on the lI.oor in ;th~ foreground . 

. AN' ARHATIYA'8 SHOP INAM,4NDI. 
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WINNOWING. A TYPICAL SCENE ON A FARM. 

AN EXPERIMENTAL HAND WINNOWJ:R USED ON A GOVEBN· 
MENT FARM IN THE PUNJAB. 
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say, Amritsar market where'~~it v:err'l'e.ce~tly the localcontract used to 
allow a high percentage of, refrac~iQn ,and, the' terms were non-mutual so 
that anyone who delivered cleaner wheat of a higher quality than that, 
required by, the contract 'did not' ;detive any benefit 'theteitom~ As a 
rellult of an informal conference of ,representatives: Cif ,ttll;dinga'ssociatioris 
and. mills initiated by the Central Marketing Staff early in April 1936& 
modified oontracthaslately been adopted at· Amritsar which providesfof 
the .mutual adjustment of refractIon. 

The new basis has, bowever, :not • been ;long ,'el)ollgh "in operation.to 
enable a fair comparison to be made with :the conditiop: of the whea~ 
arrividg under the.old non-mutual contract, 

For the export market, for roller milis and for. the 'genera'!. whoiesale 
trade there Ileems no necessity to try to induce the c'ult'ivato~ to ~lter his 
present'methods of preparing wheat for the mark~t. 'Although, .:a~ will 
appear in a later chapter, there is ample scope for improving the cleanliness 
of the wheat in.the cultiva.tors' own interest, the pre'sentrriethods are in 
the main adequate except in the' case of the wheat purchased hy con
sumers direct in small retail quantities or for crushing in tbe power 
chakkis. This constitutes, however, by far the greater proportion of the 
wheat used in the. internal market and amounts probably to between 4 and 
5 million tons in all, 2tmillions of which are crushed in the power chakkisi 
As has already been observed this wheat is dressed and redressed at· every 
stage but the methods employed are primitive and although' faitly e.fficient 
after their,own fashion the wheat when finally gtound'still contains '81 

" certain amount of dirt and other admixture. 'it seems"desirable: that·this 
'shotildb~ eliminated. The wheaJ; to be cQnsum'ed' iIfthisway should, 
if possible. be made all clean as that used for producing flour ,in' the ; roIlel' 
~lls .. This can :only .'be done if,i as well as using sievesandseparb.tdrs,: 

. th'. wheat ,is 'als6 subjected to ·so!:IJ.e torm of washing, 'This;howeveri 
doe, not Beem tob~an' 'Ope~ation ~hich could beoarried out:by.thEl' :culti •• 
vat6t but eould be more :pr~perlydorie a.t the luge. wholesa16: assembling: 
centres in .. the producing'· areas' b~ those eIiterptising 6I).oilgli to'Instal'a; 
simple;'plantneoessary:fot the pUrpose; 

~. .,." .' '. --\.) ~~ . . • :', . : :; ~ I' ; ',' • ~ .. ': ;. _. , ~ . • .. ", 

Experiments are at present being carried out to· see how far there is a. 
demand for this' st>eci8.l,typ~ ~f ele~n wheat ~n:d~ iff~stifi.~d Q~;th~'ci;cum" 
stances it' 8e~II!B po~sible' t)lat . the conditioning: P!dpt ~tt~'cied:i~c ~r~iler· 
p:tills which ha.ve bee~ closed down might be suitablyusea for ~h\ll' purpose. 

I ", ' ' .' ;. 

-



CHAPTER V. 

Assembling. 

Having laboured for months to produce Rs. 100 worth of wheat the 
grower takes it to the market where he meets with the kachcha arhatiya 
and his tout, the dalal, the rola who dresses his wheat, the weighman, the 
chat'hava who fills the scale pan, and the ota who holds open the mouth of 
the bag. These and the munim (the arhatiya's clerk), the chaukidar, the 
sweeper, the waterman, the arhatiya's cook and a horde of beggars of 
every description all regard themselves as entitled to a share of his 
produce. He is fortunate if by the end of a day they hav~ only taken 

. . .. 
two or three rupees, since they are just as likely in some markets to take 
seven or eight rupees of his precious hundred. It.is not surprising if 
many cultivators rather than face this appalling array prefer to sell their 
grain to the baniya or the itinerant ghumars and telis who come round 
the villages. 

Before he reaches the market .the grower has to pay, in most cases, 
octroi, toll or terminal tax to the municipality. In the market he haScto 
meet charges such as m'hat and dalali and be subject to deductions 
for karda (refraction) or dhalta and dane on account of weight. 
T~lai he pays actually for the weighing, palledmi or hanzmali for handling 
by various people, and dhannada or dha1'1T1ao on account of charity. 
Many of these charges are taken in kind and in taking their share the 
persons concerned are liable to be generous-to themselves. In the case 
of cash deductions also such 8S commission or brokerage, the customary 
charge is more liable to be enhanced than reduced although cot?-cessions 
are frequently given to the larger zamind.a1·s. The scale of charges given 
in this report must, therefore, be regarded as the minimum admitted charge 
in the markets concerned and it appears that in the Colony markets in the 
Punjab these are as low as Rs. 2-1-3 per Rs. 100 hut in the central and 
eastern markets of the United Provinces the total charges may amount to 
as much as Rs. 7-13-0 per Rs. 100. In regul8:ted markets they tend to 
be lower. In Hyderabad, for example, the maximum in those markets is 
Rs. 3-2·4 but in the unregulated markets Rs. 5-1-8 per Rs. 100. This in 
itself is strong argument in favour of the regulation Qf markets. 

'l;.hEi great objection to these market charges lies not only in their 
multiplicity bu"t also in the fact that they are not clearly defined and 
speqified. In every market each separate charge always tends to be 
exaggerated in individual cases. Some provision ought, therefore, to 

be ll1ade whereby the charges payable iQ each market shQuld be drawll up 
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THE INTERIOR OF A BANDHA (C. P.) 

FILLED BANDHASWITH CONICAL MUD TOPS (C. P.) 





by Bome market authority under rules made with the approval pf the appro" 
priate department of the local Government. The. scale of recognised charges' 
Bhould be posted up in a cOl1spicuous place hi the market and all persons 
entitled to make or take charges either in cash or kind should be licensed· 
by the market authority. In the event of anyone taking more than his 
legitimate fee or share the license should be suspended. It may be 
observed that traoe associations in various markets have already done 
much to l'egularise the charges in the markets where they are 01l,61'ating 
even although growers are not represented on the as.sociation. Provided 
the market charges are fixed it does not seem to matter whether it is done 
by trade association or by instituting regulated markets for ~rain under 
the local market legislation such as alrea4y exists in Bombay, the Central 
Provinces, Madras and Hydel'aha.d State. 

?lrany of the practices current in markets should be abolished or, 
improved. The weighing charges and· dedu«tions seem excessive and 
some attempt should be made to experiment with the introduction of weigh
bridges with a view to improving conditions. A fixed ded~ctioll (ka1·da)· 

on account of impurities (refraction!. which mayor may not be present. 
seems an unjustifiable charge on growers who put good clean wheat on 
the mm·ket. Similarly the practice of dam sales by which heaps of vary
ing quality are sold together at one price is distinct deteIrent to any effort 
by cultivators to improve the quality of their wheat. Sale should be by 
individua.llots and a standard contract with mutual allowances as subse
-quently referred to should be adopted for "ready'" sales in the markets as: 
well as for "futures". The method of bidding under the cloth (pu1'dah) 

has been frequently criticised and the secrecy which it involves invites 
such criticisms, but there would seem to be" no objection to the practice 
if, as is commonly done in the Central Provinces, tbe final bid is openly 
declared. 

If markets are to be improved particularly in regard to the layout, 
sanitation, regulation of charges, etc., som~ form of regular supervision by 
the municipality or the local Board is necessary. The fact that the owner
ship of eome markets is in private hands would appear to be no obstacle 
t? this and any regulations applied to Municipal markAts should be 
made equally -applicable to those under private control. 

In improving the layout of grain markets consideration ought to be 
given'to the desirability of protecting the produce from rain during the 

monSOOD or ()th~r times. Appat'ently only in one maior uD-countrv I!rain 



market, namelyat Nagpur, is provision of this kind made. Were thE 
praotice more, general it would partially remove one of the causes of thE 
seasonal rush of supplies by allowing the m!l.rketing of grain to continue ill 
some measure during the monsoon. It would at least prevent a good dea. 
of damage whioh occurs from irregular and unexpected rains later in th. 
season. 

Attention needs to be drawn to the hampering effect of octroi duty 
terminal taxes and. tolls on marketing. These amount sometimes to ~ 
or 5 per cent of the value of the wheat and are generally to, be paid bl 
the cultivator. In theory of course the octroi duty should be payable b~ 
the consumers in the town in the form of enhanced prices but owing t( 
the fact that they are in the first instance paid by the cultivator-seller whc 
has no alternative outlet the charge comes altogether out of his pocket 
Considering the fact that the amount of octroi collected in the course 0 

the year by munil;lipalities-mainly on agricultural produce-amounts 
to over Rs. 11 crores'\ the fairness of the incidence of this tax is a matte] 
for serious investigation. That the octroi is frequently "more than th. 
traffic can bear" is clear from the fact that in quite a number of cases 
markets have been driven outside municipal boundaries. 

So far as the finance of assembling is concerned the larger join: 
stock banks are developing a growing business in making 'advances agains: 
stocks hut this is only noticeable in cedain districts and markets, an< 
much apparently still needs to be done to make those facilities morl 
generally available in the lesser markets. 

°Statistical Abstract for British ludia, 1932-33_ 
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ATYPICAL KACHCHA ARHATIYA WEIGHING OVER WHEAT TO 
A RETAIL PURCHASER. 

WEIGHING OVER A HEAP OF WHEAT. 
Note the four functionaries employed in this operation. 
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DRESSING AND CLEANING WHEAT BY PASSING IT THROUGH 
BAMBOO OR CANE SLATS. 

This method is very commonly used for separating wheat-gram mixtures 

AUCTIONING A HEAP OF WHEAT IN A MARKET IN THE EAST 
PUNJAB. 

The prospective buyers may be seen examining samples preparatory to 
making their bids. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Classification, qradin~ &; Standardis.aiion. 

There is a deal of loose talk about ,the cla.ssification, grading and 
standardisation of Indian produce, so much so that one would think that 
tbis step is all that is required to put marketing on a sound and efficient 
basis. But is there any point in all this talk? 

We have already seen fn previous chapters that in certain lDal'kets 
certain types of wheat, e.g., white dUl'Ums, cQmmand, a premium of as 
much as Re. 1 per maund over other wheats. Suppose' a grower sees 
from Bome paper or other that white wheat is selling at these high prices 
in a certain market and that ~fter a.llowing for freight he could apparently 
Bell his produce there at a premium over what he migh£obtain in the 
lo'cal market. If he then sends his produce to that; particula.r market' 
he may later discover to his chagrin that instead of obtaining a premiinD 
over the'local price, as he had hoped, his wheat is Bold at a discounl1. He" 
would be most disappointed. He probably did not realise, and,' under 
existing conditions could not be expected to know; that the whea.t he 
was trying to market was a soft pissi type whereas the wheat which was 
selling at a premium was white durum. In order to avoid' misunder
standings of this ,kind it is necessary in the first place to classify the" 
different types of wh~at into their various categories. 

From a commercial point of view the mostimportarit tYtitr 'consls'~w 
of the hard or semi-hard white wh~ats of Northern India which: cover; 
about two-fifths of the total wheat area in the countrY: This class of 
wheat may be generally recognised as "shal'bati". T,he term "pissi" 
inay be used to denote the soft white wheats grown iIiCenfiral Provinces 
and part of the United Provinces south of Cawnpore and Luckiiow. 
Hard or semi-hard red wheat grown in the Punjab may becla'ssifled as' 
tal kanak and the soft red of the' Central Provinces as la~ pissi. ,Anj 

these types belong to the common species of wheat'-::Triti~um vulgare; 
The dUl'Ums of Central India and Central Provinces are most (laslly 
classified as white (or amber) "bansi". "jalalia", or'''khandwa'' and redl as 
"kathia" in-Central India and "Bijapur red" in the Carnatic. 

If these different classes of wheat were, recognised and gener~liy 
adopted a.s the basis of trade description ~nd price quotation much 
misunderstanding would be avoided. In the abse'nce of this systematic 
classification, price quotations, however, have! no reafmea.nirig froni. 
business point of view. 



Grading involves the Boding out of produce into different steps 0] 

gradations of quality. When considering the question of quality it il 
necessary to have in ~ind the quality factors required hy huyers-eithel 
manufacturers or consumers. So far as Wheat is concerned the grea1 
majority of fina.l buyers want a good, hard, strong, clean, white wheat. ' 

A sound wheat is recognised as one free from damage and Bhrivellec 
grains. Damage owing to bad storage and other conditions may affect 
the internal structure of the grain so as to impart a disagreea.ble flavoul 
and 'make it quite unsuitable for milling or human consumption. The 
price of any particular sample must therefore be related to the amoun1 
of damaged or slightly damaged (touched) grain it contains. 

Hard wheats and strong wheats are generally but not alway! 
synonymous. Hard, wheat usually has a high percentage of glUt~Il 
which makes the flour (maida) or ata produced from .such wheat capable 
of absorbing and retaining a considerable amount of water whereas soft 
wheats are usually deficient in gluten and when made into chapatis 
readily part with their moisture and become stale much more quickly. 
The hardness and the strength of wheat is related to the variety and 
classification already referred to but may be modified to some extent by 
the district and the growing condition of the season. 

A clean wheat is free from dirt and impurities such as oilseeds or 
other non-farinaceous matter like bhusa. The presence of these impuri
ties and also of barley naturally lowers the value of any particular lot. 
The presence of red wheat in a sample of white also involves a discount. 

Grading therefore involves the sorting of wheat according to these 
various factors and. a grower or other selIer may divide his produce into 
different lots accordingly. Experience shows however that it very seldom 
pays an individual grower to go to this trouble since his produce so 
graded when it reaches the market sells at the ordinary market rate. 
This is sometimes taken as an indication that grading is not a paying 
proposition. 

It ,must he admitted that in isolated individual cases this is so. 
Not until the market and buyers as a whole recognise certain grades as 
being better than others is it possible to obtain, for high quality produce, 
.: premium' over low quality. There is in fact a constant tendency 'for 
low quality to drag down the price of the high quality. In the case ~f 

tiara sales. for example. where a number of heaps of different qua.lity 



5'if 
are soleI aIt together it is evident that the high quality wheat: (~ 
carrying the poor stuff with the result· that' the bad producer is ~eing paid' 
• premium for his inefficiency. I .' 

UntiJ'grade~ have been de1i,'ne~ a~d standudisedin such a:way 
as to be made the basis of the majority of transactions between buyers 
and sellers the full advantage .is ,not. gai,ned fromgradlng.· Every· effort 
should therefore be made' t~ introduce standard grades al~~g wit!;. 
systematic classification . 

• 
,Tbe ~resent, pr~edure in regard ,to .. ready" sales incount.rr· 

markeis varies enormously. In some places, no matter how good ang 
clean the cultivator's wheat may be, after the bargain· is comp~eted a 
uustomary deduction (. karda ' ) is made on account of impurities which 
the wheat mayor may notcontlloin; In such markets· any culti:v~tor, 
with,. modicum of sense makes sure, that his wheat is adulterated beyond: 
the limits of ,the customary" karda '. 

There are great differences also in the qUllolity of wheat tend~rable 
under the 11 futures" contracts of many of the leading grain trade' 
associations in this country. Where the amount of refraction (impurities) i 
allowed'under a local confiractis high evidence shows that the tendency 
is for sellers to lower the qUality of the whea.t until it corresponds with 
that allowed uJlder the sta.ndard contra.ct prevailing in the market so 
that, although the cultivators in the. district concerned put good clean 
wheat on the market,. before this reaches the final user it has been 
subject to a considerable amount of adulteration. This ,is particularly. 
the case where the terms are non-Illutual, i.e., where .specified deductions 
are made by·.the.buyers for refraction beyond certain prescribed tolerances. 
and there is no provision f.or making payments to the seller if the wheat. 
should, in fa.ct, contain a lower percentage of impurities than that' 
specified in tqe contraot. There is great need for the wider 'adoption 
of a mutual basis in wheat, transactions, By making all allowances· 
withi!1 a certain range 'mutual, sellers are given ,the best possible incantive • 
tp deliver clean and pure ,wheat. 

Theenor~ous vari~tion which exists b~tweenthe diff~~enli, contracts., 
throughout the cou~t~y ,~akes . it .difficult iortraders. i in .. one , ;lDarket. tp,., 
dealjn another ... This isnow,pecolDing g~nerally recognised by, ,tb,e, more! 
~rogressive merchants and:!lt, I\' recE!nt. conferen.c~· <;If certain;represent,IIoIii)'EIS'; 
)f grain trade associa.tions and milling interests with the Oentra.l Ma.r~eb~ 



ing ,Staff a fair measure of agreement was reached which may resuit in 
a standard all-India contract being adopted by the interests concemedfo~ 
the 1937-38 crop. 

The proposed contract provides a uniform basis in respect oC dirt, 
barley, damaged, shrivelled, weevill~d and red wheat and in so far as the 
wheat tendered is of a higher quality than the basis the terms n~~ 
mutual and allow for the seller claiming a better price on that 
account. 

It may seem somewhat too advanced to a.pply the principle of 
standard tolerances with mutual allowances to .. ready" sales.' The 
terms of the proposed .. futures" contract, however, having been adopted 
by the larger and more important buyers, it seems desirable that they 
should also be used in connection with" ready" wheat. It is suggested 
that although all the produce sold is in such cases open ~o inspection'
the price should be fixed on the basis of the standard contract and any. 
premiums payable because the wheat is of a higher than the basic' 
quality provided for under the standard contract, should. be paid and 
c'onversely any deductions on account of the wheat contaJning a greater 
percentage of impurities than the tolerance, should be made 'with reference 
to the actual facts of the case. Customary deductions SUOb, as .. karda .. 
should be abolished. ~,' 

The price arrived at in the ordinary process of bargabiing should be 
the price of standard quality wheat. Any premiums or deductions made 
thereafter should be related to the quality of the ~istrict especially in 
regard to the particular sample on offer. If this were done and this 
price were quoted in ill markets and all publications it would be possible 
for growers, traders, or others to know in which market it would be 
possible either to buy or sell their wheat to the best advantage . 

. 
. An improvement in the present classifioation of wheat can be most 

readily effected by the trade and the trade press recognising and quoting 
thedifferenb . classes referred to above. The Agrioultural Depa.rtments 
could also help by recognising that those commercial classes of wheat are 
in the main related to certain geographioal areas and when they are 
pro~aga.ting .. improved" types of wheat they should ha.ve regard to the 
cla.ss of wheat already grown in the different districts.. For example; 
exoept on very good grounds. the department should not attempt to extend 
the oultivation of Triticum vulgara in typioal aurum districts; 
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ArERAGE PROPORTION OF lA/PUR/TIES IN INDIAN WHEAT. 
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, So far as standardisation and grading practice is concerned wholesale 
traders and large buyers generally through their Associations can do a 
great deal and -th~y have a.lready shown their willingness to introduce a 
standard contract for .. futures" transactions. The application of the 
same standard contract terms to .. ready" transactions in the ordinary 
country markets is desirable and it is a matter for consideration by local 
authorities and local trade associations whether this should be made the 
subject of statutory provision or left to the initiative of market committees 
or the trade as represented by private enterprise or producers' co-operative 
societies. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING TO 
CHAPTER VI. 

Average proportion of impurities in Indian wheat. 
(see page 55). 

This diagram illustrates the total average proportion of refraction or 
-all kinds found in the wheats of the various provinces and States in lndia 
for comparison with the proposed standards tentatively agreed upon at the 
first Grain Conference held at Delhi in April 1936. It will be seen that 
.the total refractions vary from 2.71% in Central India wheats to 14.11% 
in .those of Hyderabad (Deccan). The proposed standard tolerances were 
originally fixed at 7.75% but were subsequently modified, n.t 3r !?~Qond 

Conference in April 1937 to 7.5%. 
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STORING WHEAT IN A DWELLING lIOUSE IN THE HEART OF 
AMRITSAR CITY. THE . :BAGS ARE .:BEING CARRIED TO AN 
UPPER STOREY WHERE TJ[E CONTENTS wu.t :BE . ~MPTIi:D 
INTO :BULK. 

MOUTH OF :BRICKLINED PIT AT CHANDAUSI . .. ' ." ~. 
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BULK WHEAT FROM THE VILLAGE BEING UNLOADED IN A 
CENTRAL PROVINCES MARKET. 

Note the containers used. 

THE TYPICAL BULLOCK CART OF NORTHERN INDIA. 
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STORING WHEAT IN A DWELLING HOUSE IN THE HEART OF 
AMRITSAR CITY. THE BAGS ARE .BEING CARRIED TO AN 
UPPER STOREY WHERE T;KE CONTENTS WILL BE ~MPTmD 
INTO BULK. 

MOUTH OF BRICKLINED PIT AT CHANDAUSI. . ,.,: . ..-
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THE THEKKA (EAST PUNJAB). 

REINFORCED CONCRETE ](HAT1'IS, OF MODERN DESIGN 
(MUZAFFARNAGAR). 



· . 
Conservation,~ . 

Many and various are hhe methods of .storage :practiiuid throughout 
India, from small. wovenpallis or .th8kka8 ~Dhhe villages' halding:ionly a. 
'ew maunds each to the large godowns at the ports c8.pa.ble .of storing 
hundreds o~ tons. In most of the upcountry ma.rkets storage iE" done. in a. 
kotha (generally a room in ~he arhatiyas' shop or a portion of a. dwelling 
house adapted for the purpose) or a khatti (orkhondi},-a. 'pit in the ground 
lines} 'with mud .and bhusa (kachcha) or masonry. orlloncrete' (palcka)~ 
cm,pable of holding Irom 250. to I,OQO, mllouD.dsbuh usually about 450 or -500 
maunds each, 

The Dew system of concrete khattis erected by the loeal grain trade 
IIoasociatiou at Muzaffa.rnagar is worthy of serious attention. Storage of 
this typ~, if specially provided with some form of roofing to .make handliIig 
possible during the monsoon months and if constructed in close proximity 
both to the railway and to the market, would form a suitable model for 
the reorganisation of storage accommodation in all the main assembling 
markets. Not only is the ;Muzaffarnagar concrete sto.rage a paying invest.,. 
ment for the trade associa.tiol;l, but it safeguards the grain' in la.rge measure 
against damage during storage so that it sells at a. premium over wheat
stored in kachcha khattis. On that account although the prime cost and 
seasonal charge u.re higber for concrete pit storage it is in the end. cheaper 
and more economical than storage in kachchapits.· It. may he 
observed incidentally that judging from the experience with t~e .elevator 
at Lyallpur tbis form of storage is not suited to Indian conditions. 

Owing to defective st,orage ·large losses are }ncurred each year by 
dampness and weevils as well as other vermin such as rats and whIte ants. 
~he total. loss is, oIi the most conservative estimate,about.S lakhtons' a. 
year valued at over Rs; 2.4 crores. Any money devoted to the eliminationr 

or control of this enormous loss would be mODey well spent, 

At present the risks of storage are high l'lot only owing .to . the 
amount of da.mage in storage but also on account of price risks. Storage 
costs are also, therefore; high and tend to produce a serious depression in 
prices at harvest time. .. . 

It seems clear that the ri~ks can be lal·gely eliminated or reduced by 
improved storage a~d by improved organisati~n for "hedgiDI;l" stored grain; 
on the "futures" markehs. If this were done the present net margiQ.of 
pearly 8 per c~qt ~a,ill could appareQ.tly be ",lmQst doubled, Aesuming, 
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however, that the traders' margin, by foroe of competition, remains at' its 
present level the large drop in growers' prices at harvest time-amounting 
to almost 20 per cent at some centres-should on that account he reduced 
by something like 8 per cent. 

In view of the substantial gains to be achieved for' all concerned
growers, merohants and consumers alike-every inducement and en'cour
agement should be given to trade assooiations or others operating in the 
large upcountry assembling markets to concentrate and improve the stor
age aocommodation on the lines indicated and to make available a reliable 
system of "hedging" wheat stooks on the basis of standard "futures" con
tracts capable of being dealt in not only by local traders but also by 
buyers in the more distant consuming markets. This point· is, however, 
more fully dealt with in a previous chapter dealing with standardisation. 

Incidentally the gain in weight of wheat stored in exposed condi
tions-due to the absorption of moisture-is likely to blind some people to 
the need for improved storage and in some cases even give rise to oppo
sition. Under a standard contract such wheat will no doubt in due course 
he disoounted or a premium given for dry wheat. Investigations are pro
ceeding at the instance of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
for ~etermining the natural moisture content of wheat under different con
ditions in various districts with a. view to establishing a. basis for a. fair 
rate of, deduction. 

The total available storage accommodation of all kinds in India. is 
difficult to estimate and there is no regular record of the amount of stocks 
held, or of the amount of carry over in March from one year to the next. 
Figures obtained in the course of this survey from various centres show, 
as might be expected, that stocks are normally at their highest in June, 
:July and August, by far the greatest concentration taking place in the up
country markets. There is no evidence, however, that the carry o,ver at 
the end of the year in any district usually exceeds more than about two, 
months'supply. It should. perhaps, be observed that the trends of stocks 
at. the various ports do not always correspond with one another or with 
stocks in the upoountry markets. 

Having regard to the bearing of stooks on day to day prices it is 
essential that a. proper system should be devised for regularly oollecting" 
reoording and publishing the stocks held at a. number of the chief port and 
upcountry markets. A beginning in this direction has already been mane 
by broadcasting weekly, along with prices, the stocks reported by a num-" 
b~r Of the leR.qin~ trage al!l!<?«;Iiations •. -
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BULK WHEAT FROM THE VILLAGE BEING UNLOADED IN A 
CENTRAL PROVINCES MARKET. 

Note the containers used. 

THE TYPICAL BULLOCK CART OF NORTHERN INDIA. 
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GRAIN ELEVATOR LYALLPUR . 

.. ---~- .- ..... --;;;.:;; .... ....:,;. -=-'===i 

.THE CHIEF WHOLESALE GRAIN MARKET-DELHI. 
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EXPLANATOR'f :S-OTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING TO 
CHAPTER VII. 

Estimated wheat stocks. 
(see page 6a). 

This diagram illustrates the periodicity in the estimated stocks of 
wheat at the three main ports of Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta and two 
upcountry markets Gojra (Punjab) and Hapur (U.P.). It will be seen 
that the curves representing stocks at Karachi and the two upcountry 
markets afore mentioned, indicate a marked periodicity. The peak is 
reaohed between June and August and thereafter stocks begin to decrease' 
reaching the lowest point between February and April, the period just 
prior to the harvest .season. The curves representing the stocks at Bombay 
and Calcutta, two large consuming centres, show great fluctuations. In 
1933-34 the stocks at those Ports were at their highest during April and 
July, while in 1934-35 on account of the undercutting of sea freights excep
tionally cheap transport. resulted ,in abnormally large shipments from 
Karachi during the latter part of the monsoon and towards the close of the 
year. Stocks at Bombay increased rapidly between October and Novem
ber, while those at CalQutta started to rise in August, reached the peak in 
October, fell slightly in December and rose again to a new high point in 
February. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 
Handling'and Transp9rtation. 

, The cu~tivators almost a.lwa.ys transport their whe~t hi bulk,·to the 
nearest rxiarket~, In the assembling markets in the prodticirigareas 'some 
wheat is stored' in bulk and some put in sacks, before st,oring but' 'in"a.uy 
caSe from that point onwa.rds all the· wheat ls haildled'i11':gunriy bags 
(khe&i). B·twills 44" x~61" a~e used f~r export:'and ~ery la~gely''fcirthe 
mill 'trade in wheat and products and heavy C ,:40" 'x 28", in the In£ernil 
trade. At present these bags cost about &s. 26 or 16.: 27' pedOO d~livered 
in the Punjab ma.rkets. 

In some markets, and particularly in the assembling markelis.Qf, .. the 
producing 'areas; the price of wheat excludes the price of bags buil} in , tile 
ports and some of the large consuming centres in the inte~io:r'the mair1!:et 
price as quoted includes the cost of the bags. This is another of those 
factors which ma.ke it difficult to compare prices in o~e market with those 
of another. 

n is frequently suggested that the costs of distribution c.oula be, 're
,duced by eliminating the use of bags and handling all the wheat in ,bu'lk:. 
This would involve the creation of suitab~e storage,tra.nsport and handlU;g 
facilities at every stage. The experience of the Lyallpur elevator indicates 

, that isolated attempta to introduce bulk handling cannot be' suc~es~ful. 
The question is, however, do the buyers wish to have their wheat delivered 
~ bulk or sacks. 

The export trade is now relatively so 'small and spasmodic that ex· 
porting merchants, port authorities and shipping companies have no induce. 
ment to' make permanent alterations in their warehouse accommodation 
and equipment to provide for hulk handling; 

Although existing railway wagons could apparently be rea.dilY adapt. 
ed for the purpose, the large Indian roller mills show no inclination '~o, • 
~dopt the bulk system-partly probably because by the present methods 
o£ trading by a large number of mills the latter make a profit on the sl!!le 
of bags to the purchasers, of their flour and ata. The greater part of the 
wheat entering the channels of distribution goes to wholesale markets and 
subsequently to retail,l1rs,chakkis, millers and consumers. These markets 
are in the main very congested. Purchases are made in small quantities 
and for this gene~al trade the handling of wheat in sacks is most convenient 
and apllr~prj&te. There seems no likelihood of any immediate change in 
the pature of. tl:!-ose requirements so tha.t' the question of applying bul~ 



handling methods to the greater part of the .wheat trade in India may be 
left out of consideratioJil for the time being • 

.Railways play an important part in the transport of wheat. In the 
course of the year more than 1.7 million tons or about one-sixth of the 
.totai crOIJ is put ~n rail and railway freight forms a high proportion of the 
tota.l cost of distribution. For example the average difference per maund 
for a 5 year period on Punjab wheat selling in Lyallpur and Calcutta is 
Rs. 1-1-7 of which .Bs. 1-0-4 is due to rail freight alone although this is· a 
speoial reduced r!Lte. 

There is also a good deal of coastal traffic-especially_from Ka.rachi-:
amounting to between 150,000 and 200,000 tons in the course of a year. 
River transport is not, apparently, very important but it is difficult to 
arrive at the precise amount carried especially by country boats. 

,Large quantities of wheat .are also carried by bullock-carts and pack 
animals such as donkeys and camels. For distances up to 40 miles or so 
the bullock-cart appears to be preferred to rail transport. ·More recently 
the motor lorry has become of increasing importance wherever metalled 
.(p~kka) roads exist. In spite of special rail freight concessions and even 
where the rate by lorry is higher than rail~e.g., from Okara to Lahore 
(80 miles) the rate per maund by lorry is Re. 0-3-6 as against Re. 0-2-11 
by rail-transport by lorry is preferred by senders. The reasons given 
are:-

(1) direct cchlection from senders and delivery to buyers by lorry ; 

(2) saving of time owing to slowness of rail goods transport; 

(3) elimination of trouble at the station and of the necessity to 
placate railway staff. 

It is apparent therefore tha,t the question is not altogether one of 
post but of better service. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING:TO 
CHAPTER VIII. 

Production oJ wheat. imports and exports of differene provinces and 
States showing directional movements. 

(see page 6?). 
It will be seen from the reference table to this map that the circles., 

which have been dl'awn to scale. show the total supplies position in'the 
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LOADING FLOUR AT A RAILWAY STATION. 
Note the use of hooks . 

.. ClIt.TlV ATOR WITH: lUll PACi BULLOCK USi~ ,OB rn-\NS
POl\T1NG WHEAT TO THE MARKET IN TJ.!. PlTNJ Alto 



different provinces, States and lihe' major 'ports based on the averages of 3 
years. The shaded portions ot the various circles· indicate the quantities 
imported in the case of provinces and States and the net retention' in the 
case of the ports. The dotted sectors of the circles represent the propor
tions exported. The directioDal movement is illustrated by· arrows. The 
map clearly shows the importance of the Punjab, the U.P~ and Sind. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Wholesale Distribution. 

The pakka arhatiya is the pivot of the whole system of distribution. 
The pakka arh(1,tiya in the assembling market sells to his opposite number 
in the distributing market. In addition to purely trading activities they 
function in many cases as bankers ( shroffs ) . Much of their business is 
finanoed by means of hundi.~, which may be either drafts payable on 
demand (darshani), or more generally payable within a fixed period 
(mudatti). The pakka al'hatiya firms usually deal also in other articles 
apart from grain e.g., oilseeds, sugar, eto., which they may purchase by 
way of return trade. 

As oompared with shroffs, modern ioint-stock banks play a limited 
part in financing the distribution of wheat mainly owing to the fact that 
they are not represented and cannot function in regard to remittances in 
the smaller towns and larger villages, e.g., although there are over 2,500 
towns in India with a population of 5,000 or more, bank branches exist in 
less than 830 of them. 

In the grain export trade two or three large firms of international 
repute are the main operators. Some of these have employees acting as 
agents in the upcountry stations. More recently, however, many of these 
up-oountry agencies have been closed. Their presence was useful in so 
far as the daily buying rates given to the agents by their principals tended 
to keep all the markets in the line with one another and with the prices in 
the port exchanges. Their place has not since been adequately filled by 
any other corresponding agenoy engaged in the internal trade. 

The business of tbe pakka arhatiya is based very much ~n per~onal 
relations with certain other pakka a1'hatiyas who are acquainted with the 
market practices and charges prevailing in their district. 1'here is need 
for these firms to enlarge the scope of their operations and this would be 
greatly facilitated by the regulation of market practices and the standardi
sation of market charges throughout the country. They could then send 
produce with greater confidence to merchants in new and more distant 
markets. 

Producers' co-operatives play an insignificant part in the distribution 
of wheat. At most, they function as kachcha a1'hatillas in the locality 
where the society exists. There is no machinery whereby the local 
producers' co-operative societies could sell their produce in distant markets. 

, There af~ f~w oonsum~rs' co-operative socie~iel! in thQ towns to which they 
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might be linked up. They cannot act as shroJs like the fJakka. arkatiYQ,'s 
firms and the absence or rudimentRry nature of joint-stock banking facilities 
in out-ol-the-way places makes it impossible to rely on them always, as 
collecting agencies against railway receipts. If producers tra.ding societies 
are ever to expand beyond the embryo stage it is essential that their 
sponsors should develop marketing machiIiery corresponding to the, 
pakka al'hatiya or else engo.&~ the pakka arhatiya or sqD;le other large 
firms having connections throughOut the country to act as selling agents 
on behalf of the societies. It . 'Would se~ feasible at least to make an 
experiment in employing some responsible firm or firms as sole agents for 
the sale of the produce of these 10011.1 co-operative societies and the experi. 
ment seems worth trying; The linking .up of producers' societies with 
oonsumers' urban stores might also be considered. 

It is very diffioult to generalise in regard to the costs, of wholesale 
distribution. These vary from place to place and from one merchant to: 
another. Railway freight, as already mentioned, constitutes a large 
proportion of tne intermediate charges and varies in amount according to 
the distance from the producing centres of the market concerned. The 
other charges-excluding railway freight-also vary considerably and it is 
impossible to state· an average figure which has any real'meaning. For 
example in some cases the total cost of distribution-apart from railway 
fr~ight-may be barely 4i per cent. of the prime cost and in other cases 
a.s much as 18i pe~ cent. The number of charges made against both 
buyer a.nd seller and also the amount under each heading varies~ It is 
doubtful whether any. justifiCAtion exists for some of those charges. 
Bal'dana in tbe form of an allowance to cover differences between new and: 
second hand bags appears to be made irrespective of the condition of the 
bags concerned. The whole system of'cha~ging for bags apparently 'needs 
to be put on a. proper basis. Commission. mayor 'may not be charged 
where dami is included, but there ought to be some rule about this and 
deductions for charities should not be made except with agreement of the 
seller and unless they are subsequently paid over to the charitable body 
con(lemed. It is highly desirable that the number, of recognised charges 
~hould he defined and also the approximate amount of each charge. 

Some of the expenses are charged to the account of the seller and 
others against the buyer who, along with tbe final consumer, o~tensibly 
bears his share of these numerous cha.~es. In actual fact this isa polite 
fiction so far. ,as' wheat in Indi~ is,i c~nce~ned:., ThE! price paid by t.he 
"911sU!l'ler of th~ Indian wheat is strictly competi~iv,; " Not only has the 

",r 
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cultivator'!! wheatl to cotnpete .with the" world price 'of otl1er'wfleats a.t tlie 
ports but; in' 'different di'stricts within the country it'must compete with" 
rice, barley, gram, juar and otber substitute fbod grains. The upper limit 
of prices is thet'efore definitely fixed. All the octroi duties, terminal taxes, 
toils; market' charges and charities paid on the wheat· between the culti
vator and the consumer are inevitably forced back on to the cultivator 
who is willy-nilly compelled to pay for the upkeep of municipal roads and 
other amenities of the town through octroi and similar duties. He also 
psys, by way of charities, in many cases for educating the urban children 
and for maintaining other charitable institutions from which he himself 
derive!!' no direct benefit. He pays everybody's interest and carries all the' 
risklil of ,marketing by way of III reduced price' for his produce. ,All, those 
who have any control over those charges and have the interest of the culti-. 
vator at heart should use their influence in having these charges reduced 
or elimina.ted. In the absence of action of this kind expressions of interest 
in the welfare of the cultivator may be regarded with scepticism; 

Traders themselves through organised associations can do' a' great} 
dea.l to' reduce the number of these charges and standardise the others. 
Munioipal and looal authorities also ha.ve III responsibility in the. matter 
but failing aotion by those parties in the immediate future local' Govern
Ments will, no doubt, consider what steps should be ta.ken to institute the· 
119cessary measures. 

; Grain trade associations operating produce excbanges' at the ports 
and in the la.rger markets up-country play an impol'tunt part in distribu
tion. They are particularly useful in providing facilities for dealing in 
.. futures". Altogether it is estimated that about 60 million tons were 
traded in at those exchanges during the year 1935-36 of which between 

I' and i per cent. represents the actual deliveries on .. futures" contracts. 
It' seems ~lear that there is at present an excessive number of such bodies. 
There are, for example, at least 41 in the Punjab alone and 20 in thi; 
United Provinces. The history of these associations does not inspire 
confidence. For instance out of 61 such institutions registered in the 
Punjab during 1932-33 only balf of them were able to survive even a. 
season's working and many were either moribund or In liquidation in 
1934-35. . 

Si!ll9 and finanoial stability are essential faotors of an 'association 
handling trade in .. futures" and it is necessary that the basis of trading 
·,hqtllqi be ~Ii I;Iroad as Fossibl~ ip Qrt;1er to briD~ about OOll~itiQn~ likelr 



to proDiote a large "mount of inter-trading between mem.Mrsqf ~i!Ierent 
associations and their clients. There seems a tendl!ncy at ,the sligh,t,e~~ 
ei~n of ,disagreement for ,some me,mbers pf thelle ,a!!sociatiqn,B , to par~ 
company with the parent body ,and establish competing institutions in the 
e/Lme town. This practice is rep;ehensible and in oJ;der to prevent 1Ja 

,constant recurrence it w~uld be ad~isable that every member should .have 
~ very large stake in the association by being required in the· firs~ instance 
to make a heavy deposit which can oniy be withdrawn with the approval 
of the managing committee or after fairly long notice ,~nd for very good 
reasons. 

The contracts recognised by these various associations differ 
considerably in character in regard to the basis of tenderable wheat,. 
months of delivery, margins, etc. Before inter-trading can be,practised 
to any real extent it is essential tha.t the ,contract conditions and other 
terms of trading should be standardised. A large measure of agreement 
has already been obtained at a conference of representatives of grain ,trade 
associations and milling interests along with the Central Marketing 
Staff but much yet remains to be done.in' order to get a stILnd,a,rd cpntrac~ 
in operation in time for the .1937-~8 crop. 

As matters stand at present it is not likely that legislation will be 
required to introduce standard contract 'terms in the larger and more 
important grain exch'anges. In order to bring others~allel'exchanges 
into line it may however be necessary for provinciai Governments a.nd 
State Durbars to take action by giving statutory reQognition to the bye
laws, rules, regul~tions and contract terms of recognised grain ass~ciations 
within their jurisdiction. If and when t4is is being done, it would be 
desirable to keep the number,of recognised associations to, at mpst, two 
jor three in any province or State. 

An all-India feder~tion of the ,more important -g/."ain trade associa
tions in India could probably assist 'in this direction and afford guid~nce 
to the local Governments regarding the exchanges which should be 
recognised and also the terms of the bye~laws and standard contract to 
be approved., The usefulness of a federation of this kind would however 
be largely nullified if it aimed ~t being comprehensive rather than selec
tive. It should limit its membership only to those associations pn, whose 
exchanges, all or any of the members of the federation cquld trade with 
confidence., Any association with inadequate financial backing or doubt-
'ful methods of procedure would have to be 1"igol"ously,~xQt~c1~4.:, .. ) 



, Coming to the retail stage it is still'more diflicuit to generalisE!. 
Oflicialprices, for what they are wodh, would appear to indicate that 
the normal retail margin in Northern India does not exceed Re. 0/4/0 
or Re. 0/5/0 per maund and is frequently even less than this, and a ' 
general averagewQuld place the retail margin at about 5 per cent. of the 
selling price. In southern India. the margin appears to be higher, t.g., 

lil Cochinit is Re. 0/6/0 to Re. 0/7/0 per maund and in Hyderabad 
(Deccan) it a.ppears to range from Re. 0/4/8 to as much as RB. 1/1/5. 
H is doubtful, however, whether any reliance cau be placed on these 
retail prica quotations. In the course of one morning in various retail 
,markets in Delhi a. number of buyers, after the usual process of bargain
ing, obtained 5 seers of dara white wheat at prices, ranging from 
Re. 0/6/9 up to Re. 0/8/6, making altogether a range of a.bout 26 per 
cent. in 'one day between different retailers. The quality on the whole 
was fairly uniform except for one sample which was badly weevilled and 
for which Re. 0/8/0 was paid for 5 seers. The total refraction of the 
remainder did not exceed 2 or 21 per cent. For this type of ,wheat ontha 
wholesale market that day the prices between different merchants ranged 
from Rs. 2/15/0 per mallnd up to Rs. 3/516 per maund so that the lowest 
retail price, viz., Rs .. 3/6/0 per maund, represented a very low margin 
over tqe highest wholesale price. On the other hand the highest retail 
pric~, viz., Rs. 4/4/0 per maund {which incidentally was for the 
poorest -quality} represented a margin of Rs. 1/5/0 per maund over the 
;lowest wholesale price. 

One fact which. would strike a newcomer to India. is that the reta.il 
'prices are never marked on the a.rticles in the same way as in other 
,countries. The first price asked by a retailer is frequently put forward 
'more in' the 'way of a. basis for argument rather than as a serious quota
tion. n is olaimed that the instinct for bargaining is so much' ingrained. 
ill the India.n ~emierament that it would be depriving both buyer and 
seller of a great deal of. pleasure if this element in every sale were 
eliminated. It is doubtful however whether in the end either the buyer 
or seller gains anything and it certainly involves a considerable waste of 
time. 

One would like to see the retailers of one town trying an experiment 
-by forming an association to eliminate this needless prooess of bargain
, ing by ma.rking olearly on the goods exposed for sale the day's prioes 
whioh would be' strictly adhered to. It seems possible that the members 
of Buch a.n'a.ssociatioll woulda.ttraQt to their establishments muoh more 
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business than they lost. Consumers' cooperative storeldnurban distiictA 
might give a lead in this matter. 

At present the cultivator in some cases gets pnly abo.yt ~e. O/9/~ 
out of each rupee paid by the·consumer. There seems no reason. whr the 
parties concerned should adopt a defeatis~ attitude al;ld a.ccept su~1;t 

conditions for all times to come. Unfortunately, 'however, the position 
cannot be altered without a greater ~asure of efficiency being shown 
by the distributive trade as a whOle and a frank ,and more open distinction 

. being made between legitimate and illegitimate deductions and charges. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAPS ANn DIAGRAMS RELATING TO 
CHAPTER IX. 

Channels of. wheat Distribution. 
(see page ~6). 

This diagram illustrates how the wheat crop moves from the producer 
to the ultimate consumer and the, various agenCies through which it passes 
OD its way to eventual consunlytion. The course of movement is indicated 
by arrows. The various blocks whi~h are drawn approximately to scale 
reprellent the total production, the shl!'re of the crop handled by the'diffe
rent agencies concerned, e.g. cultivators, village merchants, itiJieran't 
vendors, Kachcha and Pakka Arhatiyas, cooperative organisations, 
exporters, etc. and the main heads of disappearance, namely,seed', rural, 
and urban demand, mills' requirements and exports. It will be noteil tha.t 
before a. considerable proporlion of wheat reaches theconsuiner;' parti
cularly in the urban area, it passes tbrough a number of intermedia.ries. 
For instance, the producers may sell to village merchants or itinerant 
traders who in their turn may dispose of the produce in a nearby shandy 
or through a kachcha arhatiya in a wholesale market: The sbockists and 
pakka arhtiyas who buy from the kachcha arhatiyas consign whea.t to 
their prototypes in distant markets where the wheat is re-distributed by 
the local pakka arhatiyas to the reta.ilers and through the latt~r 'to the 
'ultimate consumer. 

Typical price structures between important surpl1tS and consuming markets. 
(see page 76). 

This diagram illustrates the costs of wheat distribution between 
lome, of the more important markets in surplus areas and large consuming 



,centres. It consists of nine blocks each showing a price structure between 
a surplus and a consuming market. The price paid to the cultivators and 
the subsequent charges and costs incurred in conveying the wheat to the. 
consumer lire represented by dividing each block into sections. These are 
based upon percentages calculated on the consumer's price. It will be 

noted from the blacked-in 'sections which represent the cultivators' price 
that the amount realised by the farmer varies from 58.6% of the price paid 
by the consumer in the case of the Lyallpur-C~lcutta structure to 83.2% 
for Hapur-Delhi. In other words the' cost of distribution ranges from 
16.8% to 41.4% of the consumer's price in the nine examples under consi-· 
deration. Although the merchandising costs and margins vary appreciably 
between the different groups of markets the main item responsible for these 
differences is the inc;:idence of freight charges. Between Lyallpur and 
Caloutta, railway freight accounts for ~7.3%, while it is only 2.1% in the 
case of Hapur-Delhi. It will also be noticed that where the goods have to 
pass through an intermediate market, as happens when wheat from say 

Lyallpur is consigned to Calcutta by rail and sea via Karachi, the costs of 
merchandising are cOlTespondingly increased. 

Volume of futures trading in wheat: 
(see page 79): 

This diagram shows not only the monthly volume of futures trading 
in wheat at four important upcountry 'exchanges, viz. two at Amritsar and 
one eaoh at Hapur and Meerut, but also the total ascertainable futures 
business at all markets, for the period April 1933 to'March 1936. It is 
significant that the volume of trading expands and contracts with a 
considerable degree of sympathy at the various exchanges. As regards the 
periodioity of trading, it will be noticed that on the ,whole business is 
particularly active in August, September and October, probably because it 
is on the volume and distribution of the rainfall during these three months 
thllt the prospects of both kharif and rabi C!OPs depend. On the other 
hand therE! is no very definite periodicity in the months during which trad

ing is slack. In 1933-34 the volume of futures trading was at its lowest 
in April 1933 and February 1934. In the following year November and 
March showed the least activity while in 1935-36 June and Maroh recorded 
the miniml,lm business. 
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CHAPTER ,X. 

Processing and Distribution of Wheat Products. 
Wheat is still converted into ata predominantly by the hand mill or 

chakki, particularly in the rural areas, in which ,there are also a large 
number of stone mills (chakkis) driven by water or by bullocks and 
camels. Apart from these ·there are about 16,000 power driven cha,kkis 
(oil and electric) engaged wholly or partly in milling wheat. They work 
almost entirely on hire or for customers who bring small quantities
generally 10 to 15 seers at a time; usually ,the former-for grinding into 
ata. The charge made by the chakki miller for grinding ranges from 
Re. 0/2/0 to R'e. 0/8/0 per maund or on an average. about Re. 0/4/0 with 
or wit~out further weight deduction to represent losses in grinding. The 
amount of wheat ground by these chakkis ranges between 20 and 40 maunds 
per d~y:' A 14" chakki, for example, is capable of a throughput of 
21 maunds per hour and an 181/ one about' 4 to 6 maunds. At a conser
vative estimate not less than 2 million tons are annually processed by these 
small mills. 

The number of Joower driven chakkis, is rapidly increasing. Returns 
show that there are now about 3,000 electrically driven chakkis as 
against 1,200 five years ago. This would appear to indicate that the 
habit of grinding wheat in the household is rapidly dying out especially in 
the urban areas and that there is scope for enterprising young men in 
setting up those c~akkis and developing a local trade in ata with a rela
tively small amount of capital. A small ch(£kki fitted with electric motor 
can be obtained for less than Rs. 300 and one fitted ~ith an oil engine, 
with a somewhat higher crushing capacity can be got for an initial outlay 
of Rs. 1,200 to Rs. 1,500 . 

. When the stones are properly set they are capable of turning out 
other products, e.g., suj; and "awa although the practice at present is for 
nothing but ata to be made by these chakkis. There seems, therefore, a 
need to devise some simple screening, or sieving apparatus in 'order to 
increase 'the types of product turned out by these sma11 mills. 

There are about 80 'iarge modern roller' mills in the country with 
milling capacities ranging from 20 to 210 maunds per hour and an e~t,i. 
mated potential oapacity of nearly 2 million tons per annum which is 
about double the quantity of actual output at the present time. The 
largest mills are situated at the ports' of Caloutta, Bombay and Karachi, 
each mill represents an investment bf sev'erallakhs of rupees. They.are 
weU oq~ipped fQ\' tur~in~ ou,t \l!ll t¥~es of ~rqducts (rQm hi~h class su~e\, .. 
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A RETAIL PURCHASER HAVING HIS WHEAT DRESSED PRIOR 
TO GRINDING (Chaklci in the background). 

PREPARING CHAPATIS IN A BAZAAR FOODSHOP. 



fine flour to second and third quality ",ta. and bran. ~he bare cost of 
milling in these establisbmentsper maund of wheat appears, on an average' 
to be about Re. 0/4}6. In many cases the only profit made by such. mills 
particularly in Northern India is obtained by charging their customers for 
the bags as containers a relatively high price as compared with. the· cost 
price to the mill. This partly explains the apparent anomaly of certain 
products selling about as cheaply as wheat itself and on some occasions 
even at lower prices, but. costs will'·obviously vary, other conditions being 
equal, according to the type of product turned out. 

These mills put out a. very large number of different qualities and 
brands of products. Their alas for example, may be described as No. I, 
No. 11, No. li. No. 2, No. 3. etc. The No. 1 of one mill may be altogether 
different from that of another and not itself consistent in quality from one 
period to another. It re probable that the multiplicity of qualities at 
present on the market has its origin in the exceptionally keen comPl!tition 
which exists in the flour trade. T~e roller mills feel compelled to adopt 
every conceivable devic'3 to bring their ata down to a competitiv~ lever 
with the chakki milled article with the result that they are consta!ltly in 
tile market for the cheapest type of wheat available. 'they do not there
fore. provide any incentive to cultivators or sellers to put on the market 
high quality produce. ' . , 

It seems possible that if the roller mills'could take steps tO'abolish' 
excessive competition amongst themselves they could obtain 3t better price 
than at present fOl' their various types of white flour (maida), including 
sizing flours and for their slt/i, mwa and bran in respect. of· whi~h' the 
chakki miller is not at present in a position to compete: As a first step 
in this direction it would be desirable that ,the roller mills as. a whole. 
acting as an associated body, should come to some. agreement regarding 
the minimum standard o( qu_aIity to be observed in respect of flours de" 
signated No. I, 2. 3, etc. Apart from this there seems scope for individual 
mills to develop still further the trade in high quality reliable products in 
small pr~-packed. branded retail containers. 

As regards the subsequent preparation of other products the baking 
of fermented bread 'in' the form of loaves (dabal roti) seems to be confined 
mainly to the cities and larger t~wns. Machine-made bread is apparently 
onlY' produced by one or two concerns in Calcutta and Bombay, the re.., 
mainder is hand-made. One of the great difficulties in the production' of 

~his type of p..i~!I!~'~ I~dia ill th~ irre~ul\ltr supply of good pure yeast and 
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there seems little doubt that the low quality of the average Indian loaf is 
in a. large measure due to defective fermentation. The inferior grades of 
,flour which are used-frequently in mixtures 011 blends mainly with the 
object of cheapening coshs~by bakeries c~tering for the tea and coffee 
shops trade is also, ,responsible for the indifferent quality of Indian bread. 

The conditions under which this bread is baked are capable of con
siderl!-ble improvement and there is evidently as yet no attempt made to 
regularise these or the hours of baking as in other countries, nor is 11. mini
mum weight, of loaf anywhere prescribed in India. The price of a loaf 
therefore varies from one baker to another but the usual price for tbe 
bazaar ma.de article is from Re. 0/0/9 to ~e. 0/1/0 per loaf weighing about 
half a pound. The gross profit to the baker per sack of flour is apparently 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Rs. 5 or 6. 

'Other cereal products are sewayan ( vermicelli) and macaroni. The 
former is manufactured to quite a large extent in: several towns in 
Northern India where the consumption is fairly high and in Bombay and 
Madras for sale in south India. The production and distribution of such 
products require to be further investigated with a view to organising the 
tra.de properly. If these were suitably packed and distributed there seems 
no reason why India should continue to import similar products from 

'abroad. There is every reason in fa.ct why the posit~on might be reversed. 
It is perhaps ~ignificant that enterprising firms in the south of India by 
pa.cking their product in a suitable container are able to send'it to central 
and northern towns and sell in the neighbourhood ,of Re. '0/6/0 per lb. 
packet in competition with the local made product which is largely sold 
loose and in bulk. 

So far as macaroni is concerned in spite of the fact that fndia grows 
some of the finest maca.roni wheats in the world tbere is apparently as 
yet only one small factory operating, and imports of macaroni from 
abroad continue to arrive. This seems to indica.te the necessity for 
adv9rtising and giving grea.ter publicity to the Indian products. The 
possibility of building up a trade in maca.roni, $ewayan (vermicelli) and 
also suji and rawa (semolina) on the basis of a, standa.rd quality mark, 
both for the internal market and for export, requires serious 'oonsidera
tion .. At the moment. however, the type of container used in packing 
several of these products compares very unfavourably with containers 
imported from abroad (see plate on page 85) and requires to 'be, 
oonsiderably improved, not only to make them more attracti-ye but also to 
preserv~ ~he flavour \Iond qua.lity of the II.rtiole. 



DIFFERENT TYPES OF PACKING FOR MACARONY AND VERMI
·CELLI. (All are imported with the exception of. the Indian 
manufactured article-put up in the brown paper packet seen in 
the top right hand corner of the plate). 

A RETAILER OF WHEAT PRODUCTS. 
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A· TYPE OF PACKING USED BY A MILL FOR THE EXPORT OF 
FLOUR TO BURMA. 

A B C D E 
Loaves baked under ordinary commercia.l conditions from :
A-Bijapur red wheat ata; B-Bakhshi wheat ata; C-KJw.pli 

(El1t11t81') wb!lat ata; D-Pissi whea.t ata; and E-High 
~,,~ .. 'Plln;Qh ."n.;'rl.n. (flnur). 



The wholesp.le distribution of oel',eal products is mainly operl!>~ed ,on 
.. oommission basis. Different types of maida, ata, etc., bear aibrand or 
desoription up to the point at whioh they leave the wholesalers'· hands 
but lose their identity after that stage and no description of ,quality 
applies to the products sold in most of the retail establishments. The, 
trade in branded sealed pl,Lckets is still at most infinitesimal. ,The retailer 
also mixes low qua.lity witli high quality produce in ordor to lower his 
selling price. His therefore difficult to arrive at any average retail price 
or the margin of profit whioh exists between the wholesale and retail price 
of any cereal commodity.J 

There is a large body of consumers in India who a~e ,prepllored ,to 
pay a good price for a good quality' artiole and ~he safest method of 
approaoh at present would be for prooessors and manufacturers to develop 
,.nd expand the trade in retail packets sealed and suitably branded with 
their trade desoription, Apart from that, as already referred to, much 
might be done by the retail trade themselves particularly in urban areas, 
to introduoe the practice of labelling their goods with a quality desoription 
and the daily seIling price. , ' 

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON MAPS AND DIAGRAMS RELATING 
TO CHAPTER X. 

Distribution of roller mills and power driven chakkis or stone mills 
operating on wheat. 

(see page i31). 

'this map shows the location and distribution of roller mills and 
stone chakkis driven by oil engines or electricity. It may be observed 
that a. good many of the latter work in oonjunction with cotton ginneri~s 
or rice hullers and are also used for grinding other fo~d grains, pulses, 
spices etc. This map shows that the large roller mills, are mostly located 
in the main areas of production i.e., in the Punjab, the U. P.; and Bihar 
or at the large consuming centres such as Karachi, Bombay. Calcutta and 
Delhi. Reference to the table, showing, the ~~mber of roiler mills at 
certa~n large centres will show that the three ports contain some 22 mills 
out of an all-India total of 80. The main concentration of stone chakkis 
occurs in the Punjab, but ther@ !Lre many in the United Prqvinces, a~d 
numbers in Sind, Central India. Bomba.y and Hyderabad. 'About four-

• • • ~ _ ., • ,0; ,"" ~ f .. ' 



fifths of the total number of chakkis are worked by oil-engines and the 
rest by electricity.. Electricity is the most popular form of motive power 
in the large towns where current is usually available on favoura.ble terms. 
A list of the more important towns with the number of electrically driven 
stone chakkis against each is giv~n in the reference table to the map. 

Prices of wheat and products at Karachi 1933 to 1935. 
. (see page 89). 

This diagram shows the relation between the prices of wheat and its 
various products, namely, Suji (Semolina) two qualities of flour viz. super
fine and household, three qualities of Ata, viz. Nos. I, 2, and 3, and bran. 
It will be seen that the curves representing the prices of these various 
products follow the wheat curve quite closely. Another point which will 
be noticed from the movement of the curves is that the differences between 
the prices of wheat and its various products vary from month to month 
usually quite slightly. Exceptional circumstances, however, may cause 
the price spreads to widen or narrow. The former condition for example 
took place in October 1935 when the millers and dealers envisaged a great 
demand for flour from Abyssinia owing to the Italo-Abyssinian war and in 
consequence flour became relatively dear. Such differences are usually 
short-lived, as it does not take the mills long to adjust production to 
demand. 

Prices of wheat and products at Calcutta 1933 to 1935. 
(.,ee page 89). 

This diagram, like the previous one, shows the relation between the 
prices of wheat and its products viz. Flour No. 1, suji, Ata Nos. I, 2 and 
3, and bran. The sympathetic trend of the curves representing the 
various products with the wheat one is also quite marked in this example. 
It will be noticed that the margin between the prices of Ata No. 3 and wheat 
shows rather violent fluctuations. For instance in March 1935 this Ata 
was dearer than wheat by -/9/- per maund whereas three months after" 
in July, it was cheaper by -/1/- per maund. As already observed this 
may be due to a sudden demand for the product or to temporary shortage 
of wheat supplies. On the other hand the price of low grade Ata' often 
depends on the market for the fine products and percentage of extraction of 
say high grade flour. 

Prices of Maida (Floltr) and Ata at CalClttta, Bombay and Cawnpore. 
(see page 90). 

This diagram shows the relation between the prices of Maida and 
Ata at different markets. It will be noticed that the curves representing 
the prices of these two products in the Caloutta, Bombay and Cawnpore 
markets move fa.irly sympathetioallY. -: 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Seed. 

The average amount of Beed sown in different districts varies tram 
50 to over 100 lb. per acre and altogether abo~t 11 million tons, or 
approximately one-eigbth of the whole crop is used as seed. 

Most of the cultivators appear to BOW saed of their own growing but 
it is difficult to generalise. :Uor example, in the Canal Colony zone around 
Lyallpur more than 80 per cent. of the growers use their own. seed but In 
the Bombay Presidency the practice is to buy seed and only the cultivators 
in the cotton growing tracts of Guierat and the Carnatic appear ,to retain 
their own produce. 

'When it is 'Ilecessary for the cultivator to obtain seed from outside 
sources this i~ generally done on sawai terms which involve a re-payment 
either in cash or kind of 25 per cent more tban the amount borrowed. 
Reckoned on the short period outstanding this normally represents a rate 
of interest of 50 per cent, per annnum. When the loan is repayable in 
terms of cash, however, the unfortunate borrower having taken the loan 
when values are high is under the necessity to repay at harvest time when 
values are low. The calculated interest in some cases then, works out at 
the exhorbitant rate of 125 per cent. The sawai system is not, however, 
confined to the trade. In the Central Provinces the' loc~l Government 
since 1926 provide loans to growers' associations on the P-Barhi system 
which originally involved a repayment in kind of 20' per cent. per annum" 
but later was made repayable in cash. The system was not only onerous 
particularly when working on a cash basis but was unsuccessful in main
taining the purity of the seed and the operations of these growers' associa
tions are being brought to a close. 

The quality of seed is important. Cultivators generally take parti
cular care in storing their own seed which they intend to sow. The 
quality of supplies obtained from the baniya and other merchants often 
leaves much to be desired, especially when tbe wheat has been stored in 
kachcha pits. 

There is no .. Seeds" Act in India requiring sellers to give any kind 
of guarantee or particulars regarding the quality of seed sold and there is 
no official seed testing station where cultivators might have their seed 
wheat tested for purity and germination. Buyers generally get their seed 
locally and there is no special body of seed merchants engaged in trading 
between different districts. At present the only reliable agency for 
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obtaining improved seed, true to type, from outside sources is the Agri
cultural Department of the Province or State. 

The methods· employed for the propagation and distribution of im
proved types vary from one province to another. 

In Bind the Agricultural Department begins with a seed patch of 
5 acres and works through an increase block of 50 acres, thereafter 
through A class registered seed growers for field scale planting and sub
sequently B class registered seed growers constituting a. village group 
ol about 5,000 acres and eventually to general cultivation in the district 
covering about 50,000 acres. 

In the United Provinces:grants are made to selected cultivators 
for the supply of pure seed and at the same time tube well owners are 
allowed to grow and deliver a stipulated quantity of improved wheat in 
Jieu of the supervision charges over the tube wells. Recently tbe Depart
ment has introduced a. policy of exchanging improved seed for an equal 
quantity of ordinary wheat tbrough its seed stores. • 

The Punjab system of distribution thr9ugh registered~commissioIi 

agents appears to have something to commend it. There are, however, 
definite weaknesses in the scheme in so far as at· present the rate of 
commission seems high and no check appears to be made to ensure that 
tbe improved seed is passed on to the cultivator and actually sown by 
him. If this could be combined· with the system in Patiala whereby the 
Beed is collected and issued in sealed containers-frequently kerosene 
tins-the system would be greatly improved. Agricultural Departments 
as well as devoting their energies to the production of improved types 
should follow up their distribution. For example, in 1933-34, owing to 
the1lo0ds iD that year in Delhi Province, more than.9,850 mannds of pure 
:punjab B-A wheat were imported and distributed to cultivators. This 
,hould have been sufficient to seed an equal number of acres. In actual 
fac~ a. survey made in the following yera showed that there were at most 
orily 3,200 acres of 8·A in the province. The quantity which was not 
seeded was utilised for home consumption probably because of the low rate 
of interest at wbich the seed was obtained from the Government as com
pared with the cost of borrowing from the baniya. 

Where the system of registered commission agents is employed it 
would appear to be desirable that the pure seed produced under the 
supervision of tbe Agricultural Department should be issued in sealed 
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containers and that the departmental officers should take an interest in see· 
ing that this grain is actuslly received by the cultivators and nsedfor sowing. 

In order to populsrise the nse of improved types by the cultivator it 
seems desirable that some system should be introduced whereby he may 
purchsse through the commission agents his requirements in kind. At 
the present moment the commission agents are required to refund, when 
called upon, the cssh value of the Beed issued by the Department. It 
would be much better if, as in the United Provincies,payment could be 
accepted ill kind and that the amount so paid should cover interest (if any) 
and the commission payable to the agent. Arrangements would, of course, 
have to be made by the Department ~ubsequently for disposing o~the 
ordinary wheat received in payment, through commercial channels in the 
large wholessle markets. 

Resesrch snd plant breeding work has been largely devoted to- pro-
ducing improved types of white wheat ( T. 1Jtllga?'e) and so fa.r not much 
attention has been paid (except in Bombay) to the development of varie
ties of dW'UUl wheat. It IS expected, however, that the Imperial "Council 
of Agricultura.l Research will soon be in a. position to arrange for a. sub· 
station to be opened in the black soil tract of the Central Provinces where 
work of this kind could be done .. 

The attention of the plant breeders in India has been largely devoted 
to producing hard, stro~g white wheats suitable for milling. More lately. 
their work has been concentrated on trying to produce .rust-resistant 
types. The cultivators in some parts a.ppear to believe that the sowing 
of a mixture of wheat and gram is a kind of protection against rust atta.pk. 
The practice at any rate has a beneficial effect on the. soil and acts as an 
insurance against complete crop failure. Similarly on dry lands, where 
there is a danger of failure of the wheat crop, the grow~rs are in the habit 
of sowing a mixture of wheat and barley or gram as a form of insurance 
against a tota.l loss bf crop. 

From a marketing point of view the admixture of barley with wheat 
is reprehensible. This does not apply in the case of g~am, however, which 
may be harvested separately or can in any case be easily separated from 
the wheat subsequently on the farm or in the market. There is apparently 
-occasion for some scientific work being dOl;le on crop mixtures to provide 
the cultivator with a better al~ernative than barley for 1I0winl: with hiq 
wheat, partiqulariy on ba,ran,i lands. 

~ 
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CHAPTER XII. 

weights and measures and Units of Sale. 

No honest m~n could see any advantage in the present chaotic state 
of weights and measures throughout India. Weights made of stioks, 
stones, bricks and bits of old iron are a common feature in the markets and 
villages. A seer may range from 31 tolas to 102 tolas as in the Punjab, . a 
paseri which is five seers, may range from 5 to 9 seers and the maund 
may go upto 64 seers as in parts of Bihar aI!d Orissa. Even the tola
normally the weight of one rupee-is not always the same. Weights 
vary enormously from distriot to district and sometimes within the district 
itself. These differences become. more bafiling when they are of small 
dimensions. For example, in Calcutta, where the normal unit of sale is 
the standard maund of 82-2/7 lb., the bazaar maund of 82-2/15 lb., is in 
regular use. 

Many municipalities and local authorities have bye-laws prescrib
ing the use of standard weights and measurt;s. The Punjab Municipal 
Act. 1911, for example, provided for tl,le checking of weights and measures 
by standards to be kept by municipalities. A recent survey in the Punjab, 
however, showed that only about half the weight.! in use are correct and 
that 2 out of every 3 scales used for weighing are defective. This seems 
to indicate quite clearly that the control by local authorities is at present 
quite ineffective, and that no adequate steps are ta.ken even where bye
laws do exist, to ensure that the weights in use are properly checked from 
time to time. In Delhi, for example, it was found that although the 
bye-laws provided for the checking of weights by means of standard 
weights to be kept at the office of the municipality no trace could be found 
of the latter after a prolonged search. 

The Bombay Government are to be congratulated on having taken 
thorough and energetic steps to put in force standard weights and measures 
throughout the presidency and Bind. The Bombay Weights and Measures 
Act was passed in 1932 and was made applicable to the whole presidency 
in March 1936 and the old bazaar and village weights will soon be a thing 
of the past in every district. 

Far fl'om being a source of expense to the local Government, the 
Act has in fact been self-supporting and yielded a substantia~ surplus. 
The Bombay Act with its accompanying rules and the system ol adminis
tration seem therefore worthy of study by all Provincial GQvernments 
~Ild Btl).te Durbarll with a. view to taldn~ similar ste~s. 



A FEW OF THE WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND SCALES USED IN 
INDIA,' 

(Colleqted h the Marketing Staff in the United Provinces and :photo~ 
gra~hed at the Industrial and Agricultural Exhibition, Lucknow.) 
I· -



fHE AMRITSAR PRODUCE EXCHANGE LTD.-TRADING PIT. 
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So long as there is a series of standard weights it seems a matter of 
no very great practical importance as to what the standards should he and 
in so far as the Bombay Government has given a lead and the units, 
adopted are in accordance with the standard weights in use on the railways 
throughout India and on the lines recommended by earlier committees of 
enquiry it would seem desirable that other governments should follow 
suit and retain the same units with, if necessary', appropriate local vernacu
lar names. 

It see.ms impossibl~ to over-emphasise the desirability, in fact the 
urgent necessity, for the standardisation of weights and measures 'as one 
of the first steps to be taken for the improvement of agricultui'al marketing\ 
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FIN:AL CHAPTER. 

General Conclusions and Recommendations. 

This report aims at getting better returns for Indian wheat cultivatol'~ 
and indic'ates how. this can be achieved at no distant date. The gains 
to which the report draws attention are, however, not to be had for the 
asking but involve' increased effort and efficiency on the pa.rt of all 
concerned. Certain recommendations on points of details are to be found 
at their appropriate place in the body of the report and are better read in 
their context. Only the more general conclusions and recommendations 
are summarised here. 

The uninitia.ted always think that the marketing of wheat is one of 
the easiest proble.ms to tackle. This is probably because wheat being one 
of the world's staple foods has been the subject of more study-outside 
India-than any other commodity. The welfare of the inhabitants of 
some countries depends on maintaining a large export trade in wheat. In 
others, whereas wheat imports are essential to the population as a whole, 
their control is of vital importance to local producers. Governments in 
exporting and importing countries for years, therefore, have been trying 
and are still trying by one device or another to improve the conditions of 
their cultivators with varying degrees of success. In India there is per
haps IL tendency to rely overmuch on Government beneficence. The fact 
that there is State regulation of the wheat trade in many other countries 

e~courages this attitude here, but it is not possible to apply to Indian 
conditions the forms of Government action taken in countries with a 
regular export or import trade. Here the problem is entirely different. 

Exports of wheat from India are spa.smodic a.nd depend not only on 

the world price of whea.t but also on the relative price of barley, gram, 
rice, maize and ,other competing food stuffs. If in the internal market 
these are cheap as compa.red with wheat more wheat will be available for 
export, and not otherwise. The large firms customarily engaged in the 
export trade are suffioiently well organised to deal with this trade as 
opportunity offers. The railways also have co-opera.ted by reducing 
freights on wheat destined for export. There is apparently not much more 
that can be done to encourage exports of wheat without injuring the 
interests of the cultivator. 

If people in India prefer to consume the whea.t rather tha.n part with i' a.t the ~rice offerin~ on th~ world mo,rk;etlil tha.t ilil their a,ffa,if. Exporters 
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quite naturally wish, to do as much trade as possible and to buy aa 
cheaply as they can; but if, in order that they might attain their objective, 
i. becomes necessary to impart a greater d/lgree of instability to Indian 
wheat prices and to accentuate the marked seasonal depression which face!> 
cultivators at every harvest, an increased export trade might, do morEl 
harm than good. The strong and prolonged bearish tendency of the July 
" future" at Kara.chi cannot be ignored since it is probably characteristiQ 
of the fa.ctors which are at work in the export trade. 

In regard to imports the Government of India imposed a duty oq 

wheat and whea.t flour which by preserving lihe internal.ma.rket for Indian 
produC3 bl.d some stabilising effect o~ prices and on the channels of 
distributiOll' in the interna.l tra.de. . Although only plLl"tially effective in 
regard to price auy attempt to make it more effective by raising the duty 
would probably have failed because of the internal competition betwe'en 
wheat and other substitute food stuffs. Stability is probably in the long 
run more important to both producers and consumers than either'the rais-
ing or lowering of prices. , . 

Apart from the,external trade in imports and exports of whea~ the 
Government of India should not be called upon to function except through 
the CSlltral Marketing Sta.ff acting as a co·ordinating agency between local 
Governments and trade interests throughout the country and initiating 
where possible practical improvements of an experimental character, s.g., 
in J;egard to gra.ding and standardisation. The main problems of wheat 
marketing are connected with the internal trade, and where Government 
action is called for in the interest of producers this could apparently best 
be done by the local Governments and State Durbars concerned. ~ 

following n.re some of the main points which might commend tbemselves 

to tbe interest of local Governmellts. 

Tbe standn.rdisation of weights and measures as administered by 

municipalities and other local bodies on the basis of existing legislation 
has proved quits' ineffective. The existence of countless inaccurate weights 
and measures-many deliberately false---and the absence of uniformity hi 
different parts of the ooun~ry are a serious obstaole to trade. The Bombay 
Government, with profit to the. local exchequer and to the advantage of 
producers and traders, has enforced an Act to standardise weights' and 
measures throughout the Presidency. This example might well be studied 
a.nd followed even to the ext~nt of adopting the same standard weightlf-
with appropria.te local names if necessary. ' , 
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The number of trade associations dealing in "futures" in certain 

provinces is excessive. It is essential that such bodies should be fully 
representative, financially sound and capable of ensuring strict compliance 
with contracts made on the basis of standard quality and other terms. 
Local Governments might therefore consider the possibility of giving 
statutory recognition to one or at most two associations in the province or 
State in the same way as the Bombay Government recognises the rules, 
regulations and bye-Ia.ws of the East India. Cotton Association. Though 
the legislative action may be provincial there is great need for uniformity 
in certain essential matters, especially in the terms of "futures" contracts. 
In matters such as these the Government concerned will douhtless seek 
the advice not only of their local Marketing Sta.ff but also of the Central 
Marketing Staff and any all-India federation of grain trade associations 
which may exist. 

Reduction and regulation of market charges is a matter Cor urgent 

attention on the part of local Governments if the growers are to receive better 
returns. This may be tackled in various ways according to local condi
tions. Existing Markets Acts in Bombay, Central Provinces, Madras and 
Hyderabad for example, might be· further extended to grain markets and 
other Governments might be expected to study and adopt corresponding 
legislation and regulations. These Acts provide for statutory recognition 
being given to a scale of charges drawn up by the proper authority in each 
regulated market. 

It i~ possible, however, that· some Governments may prefer to ad
vance on a wider front and declare certain customary charges, e.g., karda, 
bardana, etc., to be not enforceable by law except with the prior consent 
of the seller in writing. Whatever the method of approach the fullesb 
possible use should be made of the local Marketing ~taffs which should 
be extended as required so as to be a.ble to undertake the additional duties 

involved. 

The dissemination of hlarket news to cultivators need~ to be done 

locally. Information regarding stocks and prices could be collected from 
the more important markets and disseminated daily to the smaller primary 
markets if the necessary funds and staff were made available to the local 
Marke~ing Officer. Full use could also be made of the radio and the press 
in order to put sellers on more even terms with buyers. 

Ot,her senerR.l matters but none the less vital requiring the attention 

of loca.l Governments are the incidence of municipal octroi duties, terminal 
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taxes and tolls which appear to bear very heavily on the ,producers ' and 
also the consideration of such measures as would lead to the cessation of 
payments in kind on account of harvest wages, etc;, and, lead, to' the, 
abandonment of a barher for ,a money economy in the'villages. 

The foregoing points relating to action by local Governments have 

been-placed first bllt probably more can be done by traders tbemselves

and that more quickly-so as to make the system of distribution more 

efficient and less costly with ail vantage to all concerned. 

In some markets local trade associations have been effective in 
standardising and reducing market 'charges. They have also, e,g., at' 
Muzaffarnagar, introduced an improved system of ferro-concretestorage;, 

'DOt only with profit to the association but also with advantage a.s l'eg~ds 
the quality and price of wheat stored there. Wastage has been· reduc~d 
to a minimum. Incidentally if a similar system be universally applied to 
all grains the constant recurrence of serious outbreaks of plague might be 
largely prevented. 

Standards of quality and of contract terms for buying and ~elling, 

particularly on the .. futures" markets, are primarily a 'ma~ter for the 
trade. They have already shown their Willingness' and re~diness to t/!.ke 
steps ~bout this. A closer affiliation of the larger grain exchanges through.;. 
out the country into a representative all-India, body would speed up 
action on 'those lines and promote a greater degree of inter-trading than 
exists at present. An organisation of this 'kind c~uld 'quickly reduce to 
sO,me semblance of order the present mUltiplicity of trade descriptions and 
bases of price quotations. The question of instituting a suitable standard 
contract for durum wheat seems a matter which 'could easily and readily 
be done by agreement between the leading grain trade ~ssociatioIls;' The 
provision of better market informatioQ regarding. wheat stocks, move
ments and prices concerns the trade. In this direction also they have 
shown their readiness to assist, in providing a. ba.sis for ~ weekly' broad-
cast by the Central Marketing Staff. ' 

Organised trade associations mIght also put 'their house 'in order. 
Hitherto the conditions of trading in some of the important grain 
exohanges have been primitive in the extreme, Recently KaraQhi and 
Bombay have given a lea1l in erecting business premises comparable' with 

the dignity and status of their respective associations and where business 
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oan be done in decency and comfort at all seasons. Other 'associations 
will presumably follow suit and the example, it is hoped, will percolate 

, down to the smaller markets where the lay-out, cleanliness and sanitary 
conditions generally·1eave much to be desired. It is to be hoped that the 
influence of a well, orga.nised 'body of grain traders may be effective in 
instigating municipal authorities .into taking actioit for providing proper 
services a.nd exercising adequate control over their 10CR,1 market places. 

Among transport agencies country boats, camels, donkeys and other. 

pack animals go their own way and no one compla.ins much about river 
and coastal freight. The fact that recent developments in Sind have 

'brought the surplus wheat producing area nea.rer the coast is a matter 
for congratulation by all traders at the ports from Karachi to Calcutta. 
The motor lorry has become in some districts a. serious competition of the 
railways. Even in some ca.ses where the freight is more senders prefer 
to employ the motor lorry as it provides a quicker and more efficient 
service and eliminates the palaver at stations which is apparently generally 
accepted as inevitable., It is doubtful, however, whether motor transport 
rates are alwa.ys economic. 

Agricultural Departments ha.ve been doing good work in producing 

and propa.gat.ing improved varieties of common white wheats (T. vulga7'e) 

suitable for making chapatis a.nd fermented bread. Something more might 
perhaps be done on the same lines for durv.m whea.ts ha.ving regard to their 
speoial Buitability for ma.caroni,'etc.. Indian wheat cultivators have shown 
that they are by no means conserva.tive in adopting new varieties but 
they have their idiosyncracies and it would seem desirable that Agricultura.l 
Departments should follow up the seed distdbution of new types to ensure 
that the seed as issued is actually sown. The enthusiasm ot pla.nt 

,breeders for creating new crosses and types can be apprecia.ted but as well 
as having regard to consumers requirements the departments should 
consider the needs o{ the trade for obtaining unmixed tHes in different 
districts. Common whea.ts (T. vltigare) should not"therefore be propagated 
in typical dUI''I4m distdcts without good reasons. 

There remains the question of ,what the whea.t proilucor!'l should do 

for themselves. There is, of course, the co-operative movement ,but 

producers' co-operative tra.ding societies in this country have not pa.ss~d 

the elementary stage. Those that exist function only as kachcha llrhatiyl:ts 
and sell their whea.t locally in their own markets. It is claimed that' by 
doing so they have kept down the local market charges ana to -this '-eitent 
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they perform a nseful function. They have, however, no facilities for sell .. 
ing in distant markets aDd there are few urban consumers' co·operativlt' 
societies with wbich they might usefully be linked up. The main object 
of the local co-o!16ra.tive nep~rtment.s therefore should he to provide som~. 

such distributive machinery either by employing existing firms as agent\! 
or by establishing Borne other suitable agency for the purpose: . The possi
bility of establishing closer relations between the fina.ncially sound prO'
ducars' and consumers' societies might, howeter; be 'eonsidered:eSp~ciaIly· 
where the co·opera.tive ba.nks concerned can gua.rantee the respective 
accounts ",nd are equipped to olear the railway receipts quickly. 

This report in some pllrts seems almost to ignore the interests of the 
wheat grower and to point to opportunities for enterprising youth ~to 
establish themselves in business as merchants or as' owners and operators 
of stone mills (chakkis) or in organising ba.king or the production and 
distribution of cel;'eal products such as sewa1lan (vermicelli), macaroni, 
Utj; (semolina), a~d the like. An influx of educ~ted youth into ~hese lipheres 
sbould do much to improve the whole machinery 'of distribution. The 
cultiva.tor at present gets about three fifths of. the consumer's rupee and 
his best cbance of obtaining a higher return seems to lie in increasing the 
efficiency and reducing the cost of distribution genera.Ily. It is hoped tha.t 
this report shows how this might be done. 

The Central Marketing Staff ha.ve' alrea.dy done something towards 

improving conditions. The main terms of a sta:ndard contract for white 
wheat have been a.greed on with the trade and several local associations 
have made alterations in their existing contracts so as to bring them into 
conformity with the proposed all-India. standard. This question is being· 
further pursued. 

Arrangements were also made to collect the information necessa.ry to 
provide a weekly broadcast giving the stocks, movements and prices of 
wheat-both 'ready' and 'futures'-at the main port Itnd up-country markets. 
This service commenced operating at'the beginning of November 1936 and 
is being extended. 

As a small contribution towards eliminating tbe hLrge a.mount ·of 
dressing and redressing of wheat done by retail purcba.sers an experiment 
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has been initiated for selling ata prepared from cleaned, washed and 
. oonditioned wheat of different grades. Small sealed and branded bags of 
.10 seers have been u,sed for the ata so 'that consumers can with certainty 
obtain 'a clean and good. article of pure and reliable quality . . 

These trial steps have shown that there is a surprising amount of 
mutual interest and goodwill among the botter .class of cultivators, mer
ohllonts a.nd manufacturers in India who are apparently prepared to sink 
old superstitions, to deal openly and fairly and march together along the 
road of progress. There are, at least. good grounds for optimism. 
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